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PREFACE
Agriculture is still our chief business, but the study of agri­
culture should be something more than a study of its economic 
problems. It should be educational, moral, political, religious 
and social, as well. Good business in agriculture has a vital re­
lationship with all other activities of men in the open country. 
Upon good farming wait all other institutions and community 
enterprises in the country, such as good homes, good schools, 
good churches, good roads and the many other rural community 
or co-operative enterprises. But it should be remembered that 
good farming is only a means and that good living is the end to 
be attained. This study is concerned especially with an investi­
gation and study of the institutions and conditions that wait on, 
or follow after, good business in farming and which are the tan­
gible and intangible evidences of good living in the open country.
The citations and discussions of rural social conditions in 
this study are the outgrowth of co-operaton between the Iowa 
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts and the people 
of Orange township, Blackhawk county, Iowa. Few conclusions 
are drawn in this study, for the reason that the writer feels that 
the study is too limited in scope, being the first of its kind made 
in the state, to warrant sweeping generalizations. After a num­
ber of other similar studies have been completed, a separate 
bulletin will be issued as a general summary of the several bul­
letins. This bulletin will also present conclusions which may 
then be drawn from the several studies. Other studies similar 
to this one are already under way. Bulletins on these will fol­
low this one from time to time.
Acknowledgments for assistance in the collection of the mate­
rial and in furnishing information for this study are herewith 
made to the field assistants, W. A. Brindley and H. B. Haw­
thorn ; the members of the survey advisory committee, William 
Maust, H. A. Smucker and Alonzo B. Zuck, who not only served 
faithfully as an advisory and co-operating board, but also fur­
nished much valuable information; W. 0. Tanruther, U. S. 
Blough, Samuel Fike, E. E. Stokes, Rev. William H. Lichty, 0. 
S. Hamer and Samuel Sweitzer. now deceased, and Mrs. H. A. 
Smucker and Mrs. E. E. Stokes, all of whom supplied the author 
with information on various organizations in the township; the 
various teachers who taught the rural schools during the school 
year 1915-1916; Rev. A. P. Blough of Waterloo, elder of the 
Church of the Brethren; A. A. Burger, county agricultural 
agent, and finally, a general acknowledgment is due all the fami­
lies of the township, who in so generously giving the information 
concerning the individual families, made possible this study.
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A  RURAL SOCIAL SURVEY OF ORANGE  
TO W N SH IP
Black Hawk County, Iowa
By George H. Yon Tungeln, assisted in the field work by W . A. 
Brindley and H. B. Hawthorn.
PURPOSE OF TH E SURVEY
“ The philosophy of the survey,.”  says Paul U. Kellogg, ex­
pert on social surveys, “ is to set forth before the community all 
the facts that bear on a problem and to rely upon the common 
understanding, the common forethought, the common purpose 
o f all the people as the first great resource to be drawn upon in 
working that problem out. Thus conceived, the survey becomes 
a distinctive and powerful implement of democracy.”  In other 
words, the survey aims to get at the truth about the community 
and then make that truth known in intelligible and constructive 
form.
It aims to get a true-to-life picture of the activities, enter­
prises and conditions as they really are in the community. This 
does not necessarily imply that there is something seriously wrong 
with the community studied, or that its conditions are worse 
than those of other communities. A community may be studied 
with the view of gaining foresight from it that will be invaluable 
in directing thot and activity in other communities. This latter 
purpose was the chief aim in view in making this particular sur­
vey, as the community covered by this study is ahead of the 
average Iowa community both as to better farming and better 
living.
This is an age, not of rural wealth, but of a rural people well- 
to-do. Such people already know quite well how to meet the 
first of the two big problems that all people- must , meet, the prob­
lem of getting a living. It is only natural, therefore, that they 
should now be much concerned about how to put more joy into 
the getting of that living and how to get more joy out of that 
living. The rural population is, therefore, earnestly and hon­
estly seeking more light to guide it in working out the second 
problem, the problem of living with and among one’s fellowmen. 
It  is asking, “ What can the rural people do to make life mean 
more to themselves?”  and, “ How can they do i t?”  To answer 
this dual question not mere theorizing, social prospecting and in­
dulgence in sweeping generalizations, but more gathering of 
iacts and the piling up of actualities are needed.
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It is the belief of the author that there is perhaps no rural 
community in Iowa that can make a greater contribution to the 
answer of this dual question than the community whose activi­
ties and conditions are portrayed in this study. It is with the 
hope that it may serve in this capacity to other communities that 
this study is offered to the public. That it will also serve in the 
capacity of a guide to the people of Orange township in their 
own future progress and development is assured by the generous 
co-operation that was given the writer and his field assistants, 
and the intense interest manifested in the work.
METHOD OF STUDY
. The author, or one of his field assistants, personally inter­
viewed each family in the township and secured the data with 
reference to each family on a separate blank. The officers of the 
various organizations and institutions were also personally inter­
viewed. From these men and women was secured the informa­
tion concerning all activities of the community not properly 
listed under the information collected from the individual fam­
ilies.
. The facts listed below, unless otherwise stated, are a compila­
tion of the data thus collected.
SCOPE AND LOCATION
The area included in this study comprises a civil township. 
It also comprises a consolidated school district. There is only 
one church and one Sunday School in the township,, and these, 
together with the consolidated school, form the chief bases of 
community ties. The township boundary lines, therefore, serve 
as community boundary lines about as well as any such lines can 
be found.
MEANS OF COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION
Rural free delivery routes bring to every farm house the daily 
mail service. In addition, there is a telephone in 132 of the 142 
farm houses.
Two railroad lines touch the township, but no railroad station 
lies within the township. The Chicago and Great Western rail­
road cuts across the extreme northwest corner of the township. 
On this road there is a station two miles west of the western 
township lines, a junction point just beyond the western bound- 
and another station in the city of Waterloo, about two 
miles north of the northern boundary line of the township. The 
Chicago and Rock Island railroad cuts across two sections in the 
northeast corner of the township just west of the bend of the 
Cedar river. Other than the station on the Rock Island in the 
city of Waterloo, there is a station one and one-half miles east 
of the eastern line of the township. The Cedar river gives to 
the northeastern corner of the township an irregular boundary.
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All of the section lines in the township, except about six or 
seven miles, are marked with public roads or highways. None 
of these roads or highways is hard surfaced; they are merely the 
graded dirt roads. The north and south roads are the main high­
ways. ' All but a very few of the homes in the township are lo­
cated on these north and south roads (see map, fig. 1). The 
people of the township are enthusiastic over gravel roads, but 
there is no gravel to be- had nearby.
The following historical sketch is taken from the History of 
Blackhawk County, Iowa,- by the Historical Department of Iowa, 
1878. This historical sketch is significant in connection and com­
parison with the data presented in this study. This comparison 
shows the tendency to go from wild-cat community organization 
and the rapid death rate of the same in an earlier day to a more 
stable community oganization of today.
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EARLY HISTORY OF BLACKH AW K COUNTY AND ADALINE, N O W  
ORANGE TOWNSHIP*
When Blackhawk county was created in 1834, it was attached to 
Delaware county, but in 1845 it was attached to Benton county. At 
an election in 1858, Blackhawk was attached to Buchanan county.
The first action of the county commissioners of Buchanan county, re­
lating to Blackhawk, was recorded April 14, 1851, when the following 
entry was made:
“Application of Blackhawk county and Bremer county to be set into 
separate election precincts allowed. Blackhawk to be one, and 
Bremer to be one, and election ordered on the 28th day of April, inst.,
at ..............................  in Blackhawk county, and at J. H. Messinger’s in
Bremer.”
The first assessment rolls of Buchanan county on which the names 
of Blackhawk settlers appear were made in 1851. These rolls con­
tained the names of 50 citizens.
POPULATION IN 1850
In 1850, according to the United States census of that year, there 
were 26 families in the county, with a total population of 135 persons; 
75 males and 60 females. The whole number of children attending 
school was four and there were two births and two deaths during that 
year. There were 389 acres of improved land; farming implements 
valued at $655; 15 horses, 39 cows, 28 oxen, 41 head of other cattle, 40' 
sheep and 183 hogs. The entire production of the county in that 
year were 160 bushels of wheat, 2,150 bushels of corn, 100 bushels of 
oats, 75 bushels of buckwheat, 120 pounds of wool, 3,364 pounds o f  
maple sugar and 615 pounds of honey. In 1852 the county population 
had increased to 315.
FIRST BIRTH, MARRIAGE AND DEATH
The first white child bom in the county was Jeanette, daughter of 
William Sturgis, born Oct. 1, 1846. The first marriage of any resident 
of Blackhawk county was that of James Newell, in the spring of 1846. 
The first death was that of Mrs. James Newell June 2, 1848, who died 
12 days after the birth of her first child.
EDUCATION
It is impossible to find any reports of educational matters in this 
county prior to 1858, when the Seventh General Assembly passed “An 
act for the Public Instruction of the State of Iowa,” and organized the 
present school system. By this act, which went into force March 20, 
1858, each civil township was made a school district and the number 
of districts, and district officers was thus greatly reduced. By the 
same act, the office of county superintendent of schools was -created, 
and appropriations made in aid of teachers’ institutes.
The first teachers’ institute held in the county, of which any recol­
lection remains, was at Cedar Falls, Oct. 8-13, 1860, conducted by 
J. L. Enos, of Cedar Rapids.
Between October 5, 1860, and October 4, 1861, there were 70 public 
schools in Blackhawk county;' number of pupils attending school, 
2,347; number of teachers, males, 44; females, 64; average weekly 
compensation to males, $5.21; to females, $3.16; amount paid teach­
ers during the year, $6,353.60. The population of the county in 1860s 
was 8,244. The county’s population in 1915 was 53,469.
♦Extract from the History of Blackhawk County, Iowa, by the Historical 
Department of Iowa, 1878.
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EARLY ORGANIZATIONS
THE BLACKHAWK COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 
The first meeting for the organization of an agricultural society 
in this county was held at the clerk’s office in Waterloo, August 30, 
1856 G. A  .Knowles was chairman of the meeting, and. S. W . Raw- 
son, secretary. At this meeting, a constitution was adopted and oiti-
cers were elected. , „
The executive committee was authorized to make arrangements tor 
a fair, but the first exhibition was not held until October 1, 1857, when 
it took place at the court house. The records do not show the premi­
ums awarded, but the treasurer’s first annual report gives the re­
ceipts from all sources as amounting to $100. The attendance was 
quite large for the time and the exhibition a meritorious one. One 
of the principal attractions was an immense squash vine, hearing 
1,100 pounds of “fruit,” exhibited by T. B. and B. S. Doxey.
PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY
In 1872-1873, when the organization known as the Patrons of Hus­
bandry swept like a tidal wave over the entire west, Blackhawk 
county did not escape. Granges were organized in every township 
and many honest farmers indulged In the most sanguine dreams ol 
the benefit to accrue from the institution. “The original and leading 
idea of the Grange,’? says Mr. Stevens of Delaware county, himself a 
prominent and influential member of the order, “was to secure social 
advantages; hut in 1873, the leading idea among our farmers was 
business or pecuniary benefit. Hence, granges were crowded with 
anxious farmers, cherishing the illusory ideas of immediately better­
ing their circumstances, of the sooner clearing their farms from u*ort- 
gages or securing a competency for the accomplishment of other 
cherished purposes thru some mysterious influence of the organiza­
tion. They did not realize that all changes or reforms proceed slowly.
Under this delusive faith that the organization was destined to work 
an immediate and wonderful revolution in their financial conditions, 
the husbandmen of Blackhawk, in common with those of the whole 
state, rushed into the grange until the institution became a power 
which, had it been wisely and judiciously directed, might have accom­
plished something in the desired direction. .
In 1878, only a few granges maintained a feeble existence m the 
county. The county council, it is said, maintains its organization, but 
is dormant. The grange store at Waterloo is being closed up, and the 
grangers no longer have an elevaor.
THE FARMERS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY 
This was organized in 1873 with 41 members, citizens ;of the county. 
Nine of these members were citizens of Orange township. This com­
pany exists today.
AD ALINE TOWNSHIP
March 3, 1856, the county court ordered the organization of Adaline 
township (now Orange), with the following boundaries: Commencing 
at the northeast corner of congressional township 88 north of range 
14, running thence east to the line of said township 88, range 13, to 
the bank of Cedar river, until it intersects the west line of township 
88, range 12; thence south along section line of the southwest corner 
of said last mentioned township; thence west on the north line to 
township 87, range 13, to the southeast corner of township 88, range 
14; thence north to place of beginning. An election was ordered for 
April 7, but no place of holding it appears in the order.
While there is no order of the county court changing the name ot 
the township of Adaline, yet in the records of the general election in 
August following its organization, Orange is substituted.
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EARLY SETTLEMENTS IN THE TOWNSHIP
The first entry of land in Orange township, made at the United 
States Land Office, was as follows: Township 88, Range 13 (Orange 
Township), Samuel Owens, entered January 6th, 1850.1
HOMOGENEITY OF BLOOD IN THE POPULATION
Early records show that at least 30 different family names of 
farmers now living in the township were found in the township 
as early as 18781. Of course, some of these are now in the sec­
ond or third generation. This probably shows a degree of per­
manency on the part of a larger proportion of the population 
than is found in the average Iowa community.
Among these early settlers there were also many cases where 
a number of families had the same family name, indicating that 
members representing families of earlier generations, from other 
localities, came to this section of the state at about the same 
time.
The records also show that at least one-half of these same 
farmers’ wives had the maiden family name of some of these 
farmers, thus indicating that there were several cases of close 
intermarriages between a limited number of families. This is 
still going on today, and is no doubt one of the most important 
factors accounting for the very excellent community spirit and 
neighborhood friendliness in the township. This homogeniety of 
blood makes for a solidarity of spirit and standard of ideals 
which in turn makes community co-operation and socialization 
easy and natural.
POPULATION AND CONJUGAL CONDITIONS
The 1910 Federal census, supplement for Iowa, gives the state 
of Iowa a population density of 40 persons per square mile. 
For the rural state it is 27.8 persons per square mile. Black- 
hawk county has a rural density of 23.3. The 1915 census of 
Iowa, classing as rural those who do. not live in incorporated 
places, gives Blackhawk county a rural density of 20.82. This 
same census gives the township a population of 780. The density 
of population for the township is 23.56 persons per square mile.
Our data, so far as they pertain to the population, were a 
study on the family basis. In this was included all members of 
the family now living, whether they were living in the township 
or not. There arc also some duplications, arising from cases 
where parents and children now comprise different families, but 
both living in the township. On this basis we found the total 
number of persons, including hired help, but excluding other 
persons who were living with the farmers’ families, to be 802.
mistory of Blackhawk County, Iowa, Historical Department of Iowa, 1878:
Western Historical Company, Chicago, Illinois.
2P. XXIV.
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COUNTRY OF BIRTH
Of the owner operators, 85 were born in the United States, 1 
in Germany and 1 in Canada*. Of the wives, 78 were born in 
the United States and 1 in Canada1. Of the tenants, 53 were 
born in the United States, 1 in Ireland, 1 in Sweden and 2 in 
Denmark2. Of the tenant wives, 44 were born in the United 
States, 2 in Denmark, 1 in Poland, 1 in Canada, 1 in Ireland and 
1 in Sweden3.
Of the 84 male owner-operators in the township, all but five 
are married, while of the 554 tenant men ,all but seven are mar­
ried.
The average age, at the time of marriage, of the tenants in 
the township was found to be three months greater than that of 
the land owners at the time of their marriage. The age for ten­
ants at the time of their marriage was 25 years and 7 months.
The average size of the owner-operator’s family is 5 3-4 per­
sons, and for the tenant’s it is 3 2-3 persons5.
For several years the township has had no divorce or divorce 
proceeding cases. There is but one non-divorced person in the 
township who is not living with the other member of the family. 
During the year of 1914 there were six marriages.
DO FARMERS’ DAUGHTERS MARRY FARMERS, AND DO FARM­
ERS’ SONS STAY ON TH E FARM?
The number of children in the township 20 years old or older 
is 104; 54 males and 50 females. Of the males, 76 8-27 percent 
and of the females, 84 percent are now on the farm or stated 
that they expected to go back to the farm. Twenty-eight of the 
50 females are married. Twenty-one of these, or 75 percent, 
are married to farmers.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
If all the farms in the township that are less than 10 acres in 
size are disregarded, the average size of a farm in the township 
is 157.2 acres; the average size operated by owner, 150.1 acres, 
and that operated by tenant, 167.8 acres.
The largest individual land holding, in the township is 734 
acres. The smallest farm in the township is 1-2 acre. The larg-
*This includes one case of joint operators and 2 women operators.
*Five owners have no wives.
2This includes one case of joint tenants and 1 woman tenant.
3This includes 2 housekeepers who are either sister or mother of tenant, 
while 7 tenants have no wives.
4This lists the joint-tenants as one. 1
3The average size of family in Iowa in 1890 was 4.9; in 1900, 4.6; in 1910, 4.3 
persons.
Note. As noted from the above figiires, the population in the township is,' 
for the most part, native born. However, the population is largely of 
Pennsylvania German descent. These people are commonly known as 
Dunkards, or Dunkers. Those Dunkards who belong to church are mem­
bers either of the Church of the Brethren or of the First Brethren 
Church,
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1This includes the one-half owner farms.
2This includes the tenant-holder farms of the last two groups except the holdings not operated by the tenant in the last 
column.
3If these six farmers were classed with the owners, as is done in the censusfes, where there is only a two-fold classification, 
then the rate of tenantry would be even lower than here ■ shown. The buildings on these farms are on the rented parts, 
thus the reason for listing the operators as tenants.
4Three of the four of this group of tenants own 185 acres outside of the township, which they do not operate, while the other 
man owns 160 acres within the township, which is rented, while he himself rents a 240- acre farm. The average size of the 
farm of the 10 tenants of the last two groups is 118.56 acres and average holdings, 75.46 acres.
«Taken from 1910 Federal Census, Supplement for Iowa, pp. 658-659.
'Farms in the hands of managers omitted here, for that reason the sum of the two groups of these columns does not equal 
that of the corresponding figure in the first column.
7Takeh from 1915 Census for Iowa, pp. 641-643, and p. CXV. Here it must be remembered that this census omits all farms 
that contain less than 10 acres.
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est tract in the township operated by one man is 480 acres. This 
farm is operated by the owner, as is also the 1-2 acre farm.
DISTANCE FROM TRADING CENTER
The average distance to the family’s chief trading center is 
4.5 miles. This distance is so great because the city of Waterloo, 
just north of the township, was given as the chief trading cen­
ter, in most cases. The average distance to the nearest railroad 
station is considerably less.
KINSHIP OF TENANTS AND LANDLORDS
Twenty-three of the tenants are either sons or sons-in-law of 
their landlords. Two others are first cousins of their landlords, 
and one is a second cousin of his landlord. This makes a total 
of 26 tenants, or almost 50 percent, who are related to their 
landlords.
TENANTS EXPECT TO BECOME LANDOWNERS
Of the tenants in the township who do not now own land, 71.7 
percent stated that they expect to become owners through pur­
chase, or thru purchase and inheritance1, and 21.7 percent by 
inheritance only.
TABLE U. LANDLORDS AND LAND HOLDINGS IN TOWiNSHIP.
No. of landlords2 ..................................... ................."............ . . . . . . .  55s
No. of landlords farming .................................. .................................  12
No. of landlords farming in township .............................................  54
Average holdings of-these landlords in township..............................241 acres4
No. of landlords retired .......................................................................  22
No. retired on farm in township ........................................................ 8
No. retired who once lived on farm in township .......................... . 15
Average holdings of retired landlords in township............... ....168.9 acres
Note. The largest land holders are men who are hoth landlords and owner- 
operators; that is, men who own two or more farms, one of which is 
operated by the owner and the others are rented. The second largest land 
holders are the retired farmer landlords.
TABLE III. COMPARATIVE AGES OP LAND HOLDERS AND TENANTS, 
LENGTH OP TIME EACH CLASS HAS BEEN FARMING AND 
LENGTH OP TIME ON THE FARM EACH NOW 
OCCUPIES.
Average age of owner-operators  ...............................................50 yrs.
Average age of tenants .................................................................34. yrs. 2 mo.
Average age of landlords .................................... .........................53 yrs. 9 mo.
Average age of landlords still farming ....................... . .45 yrs. 9 mo.
Average age of retired landlords ...................................................58 yrs. 9 mo.
Average time owner-operators have been farming ................. 21 yfs. 11'mo.
On present farm ................................... ................................. 10 yrs: 11 mo.
Average time tenants have been farming ................. .................10 yrs. 5 mo.
On present farm ..... ............................ ...........................................  5 yrs. 8 mo.
HIRED HELP
Thirty-seven of the tenants have 47 hired men and 11 tenants 
have 1 hired woman each.. Twenty-four owner-operators have 36 
hired men and 8 owner-operators have 9 hired women.
4Only a few of these men expected both*to purchase and inherit land; others 
expect to purchase. -
2Landlords engaged in business or some profession are not listed in the fol­
lowing columns. The holdings of these rank third in size.
3One man has three farms, two of which are rented.
4This refers to the 5 landlords of column 3 only.
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PERIOD OF OWNERSHIP
Farm has been in the possession of the present owner or his 
or her ancestors for an average of 19 1-2 years.
SHIFT OF OWNERSHIP
Twenty-five of the farms that have residences on them were in 
the hands of different owners in August, 1915, than they were 
in August, 1910. The Eagle Center road runs thru the center 
of the township, from north to south. Of the nineteen homes 
along this road, omitting the four new ones that have been built 
near the church within the last four years, there is but one mail 
box that bears the same name that it bore 18 years ago. These 
are facts which indicate that rural population changes rather 
rapidly, even in communities that are usually thought of as being 
very stable.
RISE IN LAND VALUES AND CHANGE IN OWNERSHIP
In this township, 6,935.66 acres, in 48 tracts, changed hands 
in the five year period, Aug., 1910-Aug., 1915. These 48 orig­
inal tracts were divided into 60 parts at the time of sale. In 
most cases where the tracts were divided, the parts were added 
to other farms. The average selling price per acre for this land, 
for both improved farms and unimproved farms, that is, farms 
with buildings and farms without buildings, runs as follows: 
1910, $156; 1911, $163; 1912, $164; 1913, $178; 1914, $188; 1915, 
$200. Twenty-five tracts were sold in 1913, 1914 and 1915 up 
to August 30.
FARMS NAMED
Thirty-nine, or 28 percent, of the farms are named.
PATRONAGE OF MAIL ORDER HOUSES AND PEDDLERS
Fifty-eight percent of the owner-operators and 76 percent of 
the tenants in the township buy from mail order houses. How­
ever, the owner-operators’ purchases per family amount to one 
and one-third times as much as that of the tenants’1 The num­
ber of families which buy from peddlers and the amounts so 
spent are too small to be of any real significance. The actual 
number of families'which buy from peddlers is 8 and the' total 
amount so spent per year is less than $50.00.
ORGANIZATIONS a n d  o r g a n i z a t i o n  m e m b e r s h i p
Owners. Fifty-one owners belong on an average to 2 11-31 
farmers’ organizations each; 40 owners’ wives each belong on an 
average to 1 1-2 women’s organizations. Twenty-five owners 
carry life insurance; one owner’s wife carries life insurance. One
aThe writer, basing his belief on various sources of information that he has 
secured in recent years, is of the opinion that rural people, are little, if 
any, better patrons of mail order houses than is the entire population. 
This is especially true if persons, living in towns and cities who buy in 
other than their local towns are included in this list, and it is only fair 
that they should be so included.
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A
owner belongs to a lodge1; no owner’s wife belongs to a lodge.
Tenants. Twenty tenants each belong on an average to 2 7-13 
farmers’ organizations; eighteen tenants’ wives each belong on 
an average to 1 1-3 women’s organizations. Twenty-five tenants 
carry life insurance; two tenants’ wives carry life insurance; 11 
tenants belong to some lodge; 4 tenants’ whes belong to some 
lodge.
The chief farmers’ organizations in the township are: A  farm­
ers’ telephone company; a co-operative egg selling association; 
three co-operative threshing companies; six co-operative silo fill­
ing companies; a cow testing association; a co-operative cream­
ery.
A  brief statement of the object and accomplishments of these 
organizations will make clear the importance of each.
ORANGE TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
The Orange Telephone Association has now about 60 members. 
It owns its own telephone line in the township ; this line runs 
into Waterloo, where the association pays a switching fee to con­
nect with other lines. In addition to the members, there are sev­
eral non-members who rent their telephones by the year. The 
rental paid by these non-members about pays the upkeep of the 
line.
CO-OPERATIVE EGG SELLING ASSOCIATION
This organization was launched in December, 1914, with ten 
farmers as members. By the summer of 1915 there were 14 
members. It claims to be the first of its kind in the state. ‘ ‘ The 
object of the association,”  as stated by the president, “ is to pro­
duce better and more eggs.”
The eggs are guaranteed to be strictly fresh. Eggs must be 
gathered at least once a day in winter and twice a day in sum­
mer. All male birds must be sold or shut up the first day of 
June. Each member of the association is furnished with a letter, 
which is stamped on each egg produced by him and also on the 
carton containing the eggs. In case any egg is found not up to 
the guarantee, the producer is known and must replace the same. 
These eggs are all sold to a single grocery store in Waterloo for 
four cents per dozen above the market price for eggs. The asso­
ciation sells some 10,000 dozen of eggs a year.
CO-OPERATIVE THRESHING AND SILO FILLING OUTFITS
There are three co-operative threshing outfits and six silo fill­
ing outfits in the township. These are owned by the farmers 
themselves. They do some work for non-members. A  two- 
thirds vote is necessary to take in new members. A  crew -of 
three or four men is hired to run the machine for the season. 
The farmers exchange help to get the grain to and away from 
the machine. The co-operative threshing outfits thresh from 
30,000 to 47,000 bushels of grain per season.
irI'he Dunkards do not believe in lodges, or secret orders of any kind.
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COW TESTING ASSOCIATION
The Pioneer Association was organized in this township in 
1909. During the first year the cows in the association aver­
aged 240 pounds of butterfat and 5,762 pounds, of milk each. 
Several of the little or no profit cows were sold and at the end 
of the next year the averages stood at 273 pounds and 6,129 
pounds per cow, respectively. One herd in particular was 
raised from 231 pounds of butterfat to something over 300 
pounds during the first two years of the association’s history.
This association has been instrumental in bringing several 
pure-bred sires and some pure-bred herds into the township. 
Not a great deal has been done as yet in the way of co-operative 
buying of feed for the herds thru the association.
The following sketch on the Orange Creamery was written for 
the author by U. S. Blough,. the first secretary-treasurer of the 
organization, one time president of the board of directors, and 
for 20 years one of the directors of the board.
In view of the fact that several of the early farmers’ organiza­
tions and co-operative enterprises in this county suffered such 
untimely ends, the present success of similar organizations and 
enterprises in this township is quite remarkable. It should en­
courage other communities where such movements have not been 
so successful. The ups and downs of this creamery in its early 
history is quite indicative of those gone thru by most co-oper­
ative enterprises in their early stages of existence.
ORANGE CREAMERY1
This co-operative creamery is located in Orange township five miles 
south of Waterloo, and one mile east of the center of the township. 
There is no railroad closer than Waterloo.
About 1879 the farmers of this community, wishing to change from 
wheat raising to dairying, raised money and built a cheese factory 
on the present site of the Orange creamery and leased it to a cheese 
maker. After running it as a cheese factory for about four years, and 
not being remunerative, it closed down and remained closed for about 
four years. At the end of this time a man named Brown purchased 
the cheese factory and changed it to a creamery, put in a big separ­
ator and made butter, buying the milk from the farmers. It was thus 
run as an individual creamery for about seven years, when it quit 
running for the want of funds, leaving one to two months of milk un­
paid for and many of the farmers discouraged with dairying. The 
creamery remained closed until 1889, when the present co-operative 
creamery was organized by electing seven directors and a secretary 
and trasurer outside of the board.
These officers began work by raising $3,500 among the farmers who 
owned the cows, each stockholder giving his note for the amount of 
stock he agreed to take. The stock taken was from $5 to $300 per 
farmer. It was these notes that held the farmers together and made 
the company a success. The directors bought the old Brown cream-
aThis is the oldest co-operative organization in the township, and one of the 
oldest in the state. Its history is cited here at some length to indicate 
the “ups”  and “ downs” that co-operative or community enterprises are 
likely to have in their infancy, before they get started on a stable career.
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Fig. 2. Orange co-operative creamery.
ery, added some new machinery, hired a buttermaker and helper and 
began to make butter and ship it to eastern cities. The first butter- 
maker did .not give very good satisfaction. The butter shrunk so 
much after night that his integrity was questioned and he resigned. The 
second man, or first helper, took up the work, became a successful 
buttermaker and the creamery has been a financial success for 27 
years. The present buttermaker has been running it for the last 20 
years.
About ten years ago the old creamery was replaced with a new, 
up-to-date, modern brick building, at a cost of $3,800, which was paid 
by taking 5 per cent of the proceeds of the milk for a little over two 
years.
Orange creamery butter has a high reputation, both in the Waterloo 
market and in New York City, getting from two to three cents per 
pound premium for many years. All of the leading hotels of Waterloo 
and many of the families of Waterloo use Orange creamery butter. 
The business has been increasing each succeeding year at the rate of 
about $5,000. Last year the total receipts were $78,000. The report 
for 1916 was as follows: Total receipts for the year, $85,000. Total 
number of patrons, 106; $74,291.32 divided among 106 patrons; number 
of pounds of milk received was 4,824,997; of cream, 85,129 and the total 
amount of butter made, 237,377 pounds. Average test of milk, 3.66 
percent; cream test, 22.6; average price received for butter, 35. cents, 
and average price paid for butterfat, 38 cents.
During 1916 the creamery installed a large, new separator and re­
placed the old boiler with a new 30 horse power one. This creamery 
does not pay interest on the- creamery stock. All patrons receive the 
same pro rata share for butterfat, whether they furnish milk or cream. 
A Waterloo firm bought all the buttermilk for 1917 for $800.
DAIRY FARMS
In addition to the many farms that have excellent dairy herds 
there are two high class dairy farms. These are the Case dairy
17
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farm and the McKay Brothers’ dairy farm. The latter is the 
birthplace of the famous Tilly Alcartra, now owned by a Cali­
fornia firm, who in 1914 established a new world’s record of 
30,451 pounds of milk in one year. This farm is also the birth­
place of the well known Holstein, Geneseo Belle Polkadot, now 
owned by Iowa State College, who in the seven day tests for 1916 
holds the state record in butter production.
TABLE IV. MODERN CONVENIENCES IN THE HOME.
(Total Number of Homes in Township, 142)
(Total Number of Tenant Homes in Township, 56)
All Tenant 
Homes Homes
Average size of home in rooms ..................... ,,........................... 8 3-5 8%
No. of homes with running water ..........................    57 11
No. of homes with bath tubs ....... ............................................. 47 - 8
No. of homes with indoor toilets .................................... 34 4
No. of homes with electric lights ...............................    16 4
No. of homes with gas lights ..................................   47 12
No. of homes with power washer ................................ .68 16
No. of homes with electric or gas iron ......................................36 8
No. of homes with carpet sweeper ...............................    76 21
No. of homes with vacuum cleaner ................................ .76 21
No. of homes with furnace, hot water or steam h ea t............ 72 21
No. of homes with telephones ...............................  132 55
No. of -homes with refrigerators .....................................   55 12
No. of homes with gas cook stoves............................................. 29- 4
No. of homes with oil cook stoves ............................. 47 15
No. of homes with sleeping porch .............................................45 5.
No. of homes with pianos .......................... . ..- . .........................80 20
No. of families having automobiles ............................  75 25
Note: Piske: The Challenge of the Country, p. 258, footnotes: “ Ninety- 
five and two-tenths percent of the 300,000 rural homes in Ohio last year 
1911 had no bath tub.”  Orange township has bath tubs in 33 percent 
of the homes.
MacDougall: Rural Life in Canada, p. 218: “The Agricultural Survey 
of 1910 found that in Prince Edward Island ninety-seven percent of the 
farm houses obtain water from wells outside the house. All carry the- 
water by hand. In Nova Scotia only 2 percent of the farm houses have 
water piped to the house. In New Brunswick 95 percent obtain water 
from wells and springs. In English speaking Quebec, 92 percent carry 
water by hand. These conditions are general.”
However. Orange township has only a little over one-half as many 
bath tubs as automobiles, 3 fewer modern heating systems, over one- 
half as many sleeping porches, four-fifths as many homes with running 
water and one-half as many indoor toilets.
Iowa had a little better than one car to every 13 persons in 1915. 
Orange township has one to a little more than 10 persons.
EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS
The. school district unit is the township. This is divided into 
sub-districts, each, until 1916, with its own one-room school 
building.
The number of times the township has been redivided into sub­
districts is some indication of the struggles the people of the 
community have experienced in their school problems. To reach 
the goal of a well equipped township consolidated grade and 
high school has been a long siege and one in which the experi­
ences were not always pleasant. |
The first records of sub-districts in the township date back to 
September, 1866. . At this time there were seven of these sub-
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districts in the township. This condition prevailed until Sep­
tember of the next year, when the township was divided into 12 
such divisions. In 1869 the township was redivided, this time 
into 13 sub-districts. Between 1870 and 1876 there were 12 such 
sub-divisions. In September, 1876, this was changed to nine 
sub-districts of four sections each. In December of the same 
year the nine sub-districts were converted into ten. This con­
dition remained until the township voted to consolidate in the 
summer of 1915.
During this early period of rapid ‘ ‘ re-redistricting, ”  as one 
of the old settlers called it, several of the school houses did con­
siderable migrating. Some of the older residents say that they 
attended school in the same building in as many as three differ­
ent locations. The migratory spirit had so fastened itself upon 
some of these buildings that it was only by replacing them with 
brick buildings that they took on a greater disposition to remain 
upon their original foundations.
At the time the township successfully voted to consolidate its 
schools in 1915, nine of the ten one-room school buildings were 
brick structures. Six of these were equipped with a heating 
system, but all had the light coming from opposite sides, due, 
no doubt, to their having been built before much thot was given 
to the lighting of school rooms. These brick buildings were all 
built during the period from 1887 to 1897. The one frame build­
ing was built in 1904; it is lighted only from two consecutive 
sides, but is equipped with an unjacketed stove. Each of these 
schools was equipped with a small library and a globe and all
Fig. 3. One of the 10 one room school buildings. '
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Fig. 4. One of the nine brick school buildings.
but one with an organ ; five were equipped with one-pupil desks, 
the others with two-pupil desks.
According to the report of the secretary of the school board 
for the year ending June 30, 1915, nine of the ten schools were 
open for a term of 8 months each. There were in the township 
211 children between the ages of 5 and 21 years ; 172 of these 
children were between the ages of 7 and 16. The total number 
o f children enrolled in school during the school year was 129 
and the average daily attendance for the year was 13 1-3 per 
school.
Two schools were not opened in the fall of 1915. There were 
not enough children to make the opening of schools in these sub­
districts practicable. The children there were transported to 
other schools. On the first day of November of this same-year 
there were only three children in the township who had not fin­
ished the eighth grade school work who were not enrolled in one 
of the schools.
TRAINING, EXPERIENCE AND SALARIES OF TEACHERS
Each of the eight teachers who taught these one-room schools 
in 1915-16 had some college training. The average teaching ex­
perience per teacher was 6 1-4 years. Thé average teaching ex­
perience of the rural teachers in the central west is less than 
one-half as long. The average time taught in the township was 
2 years, and the average time taught in the same sub-district 
was 1 3-8 years. The average salary received by these teachers 
was $60.58 per month. The- average price paid for board and 
room by these teachers was $3.5.0 per week.
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Fig. 5. Voting for consolidation in the township hall.
The second last of the brick buildings to be built was erected in 
1896 at a cost of $625 and is now in the extreme stages of dilapi­
dation. In the 20 years of its existence it was used five school 
years for school purposes. This is another indication of what 
sometimes happens in school fights. There were never really 
enough children in this sub-district to justify its being set off as 
a school district. Had the $625 put into this building been 
spent for library books, each of the other schools mignt have 
had a fair library. Even the building itself, in its present state 
of dilapidation, has been, for a number of years, casting a 
shadow upon the otherwise wide-awake spirit of the community. 
It is an expensive example of community action which was not 
preceded by rational community reflection.
In contrast to this unwise voting of taxes upon itseli by the 
community some years ago, we find the school board in 19! 3 tak­
ing the broad-minded position of permitting and recommending 
that “ the teachers use alternate Friday afternoons for literary 
work, spelling-bees, business arithmetic, or anything that the 
teacher thinks would be beneficial to the pupjls.”  And its ac­
tion in 1914 of permitting the teachers to attend a dairy show 
without loss of time or pay, providing they attended, and loss 
of the day’s wages if they did not attend.
ATTITUDE ON CONSOLIDATION  
The township voted on consolidation while the data for this
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Fig-. 6. Orange township consolidated school.
bulletin were being collected. Consolidation was given a ma­
jority at this election, but it is interesting to note the line-up 
of tenants and owner-operators. Forty-one tenants favored con­
solidation, 11 opposed and 4 were neutral. Fifty-four owners fa­
vored it, 12 opposed, 7 were neutral and 13 were non-committal3.
TH E ORANGE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS 
The new consolidated school building was completed in the 
summer of 1916. The school board planned from the beginning 
to offer the first three years of high school work along with the 
work of the grades. It hopes very soon to offer a full four vear 
accredited high school course. The faculty for 1916-17 was com­
prised of seven teachers. The bonds voted to build the build­
ing were sold at a premium of $915. The building stands on a 
five acre school tract. Agriculture and domestic science are'here 
given a real place in the school.
This new building consolidates the ten one-room schools of the 
township, and around it will center many of the activities of the 
community. In fact, it is the board’s plan to make it a real so­
cial center for the entire community. The assembly room, gym­
nasium, etc., were planned with this thot in mind.
EDUCATIONAL CONDITIONS
. The figures in tables V and VI indicate that the average educa­
tion of adults in this township is high; in fact, much above the 
average for both the county and state. The following figures seem 
to indicate that there is still a greater tendency in this direction
" e “ Stea as one- s1" “  « “=»
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TABLE V. EXTENT OP EDUCATION OP FARMERS AND THEIR WIVES.
Persons 21 years old or 
over in township, coun­
ty and state
No. who attended Common or No. who attended High ■ , , , ,  or Preparatory Schools—Grammar School—Years.. Years
No. who attended Col­
lege—Years Total who attended
Orange Township 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 Gram ] Prep Col.
Owners • 3 2 7 42 2 1 3 11 7 1 8 541 6 272
Owners’ wives3 2 2 10 38 1 2 6 5 5 2 6 52 9 18
Tenants Î 1 1 3 22 1 4 2 . 4 10 5 1 2 29s 11 18
Tenants’ wives4 
Farmers and Farmers’
1 1 2 22 1 1 1 4 4 5 3 3 26 7 15
wives
Males 142 80 17 45
Females 130 81 16 33
Percent of total 
Males 56.32 12.0 31.7
Females 
Blackhawk Co.6
62:3 12.3 25.4
1915
Males 17,450 
Females 16,257
Males 1136 373 1280 1307 8103 342 708 642 1019 845 612 296 619 12199 2711 2372
Females
Percent of Total:
446 280 935 962 7339 499 786 874 1598 910 717 339 505 9962 3757 2471
Males 69.9 15.5 13.67
Females 61.3 23.1 15.27
State 1915®
Males 720,134 
Females 663,247 
Males 50153 23570 53128 55097 378028 15056 22736 14340 30769 23340 16366 8165 19165 599876 82901 67036
Females
Percent of Total
30360 16255 42891 45961 342732 16472 27159 20772 56296 21249 16369 7042 12546 478199 120699 57706
Males 77.7 11.5 9.37
Females . 72.09 18.19 8.77
iThese cases include two cases where the operator is a woman.
2These figures include 1 operator’s family of 2 men.
3Five owners have no wives.
4Seven tenants have no wives.
BThese figures include one woman and two cases of two tenants to a farm.
6Figures taken from 1915 Census of Iowa. .
’Some adults never attended school at all. For this reason these percentages do not total 100%.
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TABLE VI. EDUCATION OF HIRED HELP.
No. who attenc 
grammar
common or 
school
No.
High
who attended 
or ^ Prepara­
tory School
No. who attended 
College ór Uni­
versity
4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Men
831 3 2 7 2 36 1 6 2 1 3 2 1 62
Women
20 0 1 1 1 13 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
among the young people of the township. Iowa is said to have 
something over 22 persons out of every thousand of its popula­
tion in high school3. In this township there were, in 1914, 32 
persons in high school. Twenty-eight of these young people were 
in high school for their first, second or third year, and 
for only four was this the fourth year. All but three of these 
young people stated that they expected to complete the four year 
high school course. Eight persons were in college or university. 
The fact that so few completed their fourth year in 1914 indi­
cates that there is a rapidly growing tendency for young people 
.in this township to carry their school work beyond the grade 
school.
TOWNSHIP LITERARY SOCIETY 
In this township there is what is known as the Township Lit­
erary Society. This meets in what is now used as the town hall, 
formerly a church home of a denomination that has ceased to
Un 12 cases could not be ascertained.
2One man is a university graduate.
31915-16 Iowa accredited high schools, bulletin No. 5, State Board of Edu­
cation. Exact figure, 22.4.
Pig. 7. An Orange township farm home.
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maintain itself in the township. This hall is located near the 
center of the township. The society meets every Friday night 
during the fall, winter and spring months of the year. It in­
cludes most of the young people of the township, several of the 
hired men and women and some of the farmers and their wives. 
Of the farmers and farmers’ wives group, 10 men and their 
wives are tenants, and 19 men and 16 women are owners or 
owners’ wives.
HOME LIBRARIES1
Sixty-nine owners’ homes have 7,355 volumes, or an average 
of 106.6 volumes in their libraries. Fifty-six tenant homes con­
tain 5,342 volumes, or an average of 95.4 volumes per home.
TABLE VII. PAPERS AND MAGAZINES IN THE HOMES.
Owners2 76 homes reported 96 daily papers.70 homes reported 225 weekly papers and magazines.
58 homes reported 58 monthly papers and magazines.
65 homes reported 182 farm papers3.
Tenants2: 56 homes reported 74 daily papers.56 homes reported 168 weekly papers and magazines.
47 homes reported 110 monthly papers and magazines.
54 homes reported 145 farm papers3.
*No library of 8 books or less was listed.2In all cases where the number of homes does not correspond with the num­
ber of homes of this group it means that all other homes received no 
paper or magazine of this kind. However, there was no home without
a paper or magazine of some kind. . . . , __3In all cases the farm papers have been added in with the first three classes. 
The total number of papers corresponds, therefore, to the sum ot tne 
first three lists. *Note: From the figures in table VII it will be noted that while 69 of the 
86 owners’ homes had libraries of more than 8 volumes each, all of 
the 56 tenants’ homes had libraries of more than 8 volumes each. Ana 
although the average number of volumes in the tenants homes is some­
what smaller than that in the owners’ homes, they will probably be larger 
by the time the average age of the tenants equals that of the present 
average age of the owners.. In case of daily papers, it will be noted tnat 
while 76 of the 86 owners take such that all of the 56 tenants have 
daily papers. It will also be noted that the average number of all 
papers and magazines received in all the homes is higher for the tenant 
homes than for the owner homes. The same thing is true for farm 
papers. In most surveys that have been made in recent years the re- 
verse is true. (See Vogt, Introduction to Rural Sociology, pp. 91-92.)
STATE AND GOVERNMENT BULLETINS RECEIVED AND READ  
BY TH E FARMERS
Seventy-seven of the farmers stated that they received and 
read state and United States agricultural and other bulletins; 
37 stated that they received no such bulletins; . 28 stated that 
they sometimes receive them, but read them little or not at all. 
In some cases this latter group stated the children sometimes 
looked thru some of the bulletins.
In commenting upon the bulletins received, eight men stated 
that they were very much interested in them. One- of these men 
stated that he devoted one and one-half hours daily quite regu­
larly to study of this kind. Three men expressed the view that 
the college did not send out enough bulletins. One man stated 
that he received more from Minnesota than from Iowa. . One 
man, who did not receive such bulletins, stated that he would 
like to receive them. One man said, “  There is nothing in them 
except what I already know.”
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When asked to state the nature of the bulletins which had 
been of greatest interest and service, 68 farmers, one a woman, 
gave the investigator definite replies. In their replies, 18 farm­
ers answered bulletins on dairying; 17, bulletins on livestock 
and stock raising; 16, bulletins on farm crops and grain grow­
ing; 14, bulletins on poultry; 8, bulletins on spraying; 7, bulle­
tins on alfalfa; 5, bulletins on fruit and horticulture; 4, bulle­
tins on weeds; 2, bulletins on potatoes; 3, bulletins on soil; 2, 
bulletins on gardens; 3, bulletins on general agriculture; 4, bul­
letins on feeding; 2, bulletins on silos; 1, bulletins on silage; 2, 
bulletins on clover; 1, bulletins on cooking; 1, bulletins on can­
ning and preserving, and 1, bulletins on horses. Three men 
stated that they were not sure which bulletins were of the great­
est interest and service.
MORAL CONDITIONS
The stranger coming into this community is at once impressed 
with the high moral standards which seem to prevail generally. 
He hears very little swearing among the men and boys and even 
less telling of vile stories. The outsider who shows himself a 
gentleman will be shown every due courtesy and consideration. 
Parents seem to be very solicitous of their children’s action, wel­
fare and happiness. The children seem to have a deep regard 
for their parents, and all without the parents being in the least 
severe with them. Corporal punishment of children by parents 
is almost unheard of in the township. The school records show, 
and this is confirmed by the secretary of the school board, who 
has been secretary for years, that for years no pupil has been 
expelled from school for misconduct.
The author believes that the chief basis for this high moral 
tone lies in the close friendship and companionship that exists 
between the parents and their children, and between the young 
people and the older people of the community. That such-a 
genuine close association exists will be made clear under the 
caption of social conditions.
The hired men are also of a higher type than the average class 
of hired men. For the most part they are young men who come 
to the township from eastern states, especially Pennsylvania. 
These men, in many cases, work as hired men a few years and 
then become tenants and not infrequently landowners still later. 
The hired women frequently become farmers’ wives. \ This in 
itself bespeaks their type. .
That the moral status of the community is probably above 
that of the average community seems to be borne out by other 
facts.
Nowhere could the author or his field assistants find the belief 
that sexual immorality was prevalent among the unmarried or 
married people of the township. Persons outside of the town-
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ship who were in a position to know quite well, such as minis­
ters and physicians, bore out the opinion of the people in the 
township in this matter.
ATTITUDE TOW ARD TEMPERANCE, USE OF TOBACCO AND
GAMBLING
Owners. Fifty-seven abstain from the use of liquor; 3 do not; 
4 are neutral in their stand; 1 does not oppose; 10 favor the 
open saloon, and the rest did not state their position. Fifty, do 
nofuse tobacco; 21 use tobacco; 4 are neutral as to their position 
on the use of tobacco, and others did not state their position. 
Seventy are opposed to gambling; 1 is neutral; 1 is indifferent, 
and others did not state their position.
Tenants. Forty-five abstain from the use of liquor; 4 do not; 
6 favor the licensed saloon and 3 are neutral. This includes 
two cases of tenant brothers on the farm together. Twenty-nine 
do not use tobacco; 24 do use tobacco; 3 are neutral as to their 
belief on the use of tobacco. This also includes two cases of 
two brothers who are tenants on the farm together. Forty-nine 
are opposed to gambling; 4 are neutral, and 3 are indifferent1.
The township has had two lawsuits in the last 50 years; none 
in the last 25 years. For the last 25 years no one has been elected 
to the office of constable and seldom has the office of justice of 
the peace been filled during the same time.
POLITICAL CONDITIONS
DO THE FARMERS VOTE
Owners vote as follows: Sixty-six at all elections; eight at 
state and national elections; one at all except school elections; 
four cannot vote; one states that he does not vote because he is 
afraid he will vote wrong, his religion does not permit him to 
vote, and five state that they vote at some of the elections.
Tenants vote as follows3: Forty-two at all elections; eigh at 
state and national elections; one at all except school elections; 
two at presidential elections; one at state elections, and two 
cannot vote.
IS THERE AN Y ELEMENT THAT CONTROLS LOCAL POLITICS?
Owners2: Sixty-four stated that in their opinion no one con­
trols politics; five stated that the followers of the strongest re­
ligious sect or organization in the township control politics; 
three stated that the followers of one of the two large political 
parties control politics; and fifteen were noncommital as to who 
■controls politics.
Tenants3: Fifty-three stated that in their opinion no one con-
iThe men were very. frank in stating their positions on these issues. 
In fact, these questions were asked at the specific request of a number 
of .the leaders of the community. No one was urged to state his posi­
tion in case he did not care to do so. jj 
TThis includes one case of joint-owner joint-operator. *
5Here the joint tenants are listed, as one, since they thought and acted as 
one in these particular cases,
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trols politics; three stated that the followers of the strongest re­
ligions sect in the township control politics.
SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION W ITH  LOCAL GOVERN­
MENT
As to changes recommended, 66 men offered some opin­
ion or suggestion. Of these 23 gave as their opinion that the 
local government was “ all right,”  “ satisfactory,”  “ efficient”  
or “ good;”  two other men believed that no changes should be 
made, and one believed in the “ let alone policy”  so far as poli­
tics is concerned. Three men stated that they were “ little in­
terested in local government.”  One man thinks that a “ larger 
percent of the auto tax should go to the counties,”  and believes 
also that general assessment of taxes should be higher. Another 
man advances the opinion that “ the automobile tax (license) 
should be fixed by the county.”  Four men believe in “ the re­
duction, in the number of offices. ’ ’ One man favors ‘ ‘ the aboli­
tion of the primary law.”  One man thinks “ government good 
if carried out,”  but thinks “ better administration needed.”  One 
thinks that “ the state government is all right.”  Another is 
“ interested in improving the local government.”  Four men be­
lieve in the township unit for all local government. Nine men 
want “ better roads andbetterroadadministration;”  of these, one 
favors “ higher taxes for improvement,”  one thinks the automo­
bile tax law bad, one favors “ permanent roads,”  and one favors 
“ more state regulation.”  Five men state that “ the road tax is
Fig. 8. First home of the South Waterloo Church of the Brethren, erected in 1868-69.
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too high, for the benefit received, ’ ’ one man is of the opinion that 
“ the supervisor does his work where he gets his votes.”  An­
other thinks that “ the roads are better under state control,”  
still another is of the opinion that “ not enough money gets to 
the roads,”  two think “ the new road law is unsatisfactory and 
a graft;”  one of these men also “ favors woman suffrage,”  one 
thinks the “ road law should be changed,”  two favor “ township 
control of roads,”  while one man thinks too much is spent on 
roads, more should be spent for education.”
RELIGIOUS CONDITIONS
The religious situation in this township is unique in several 
ways, and especially in that a very large proportion of the peo­
ple are active members of church and Sunday school; that; the 
township is not over churched, there being but one church in i t ; 
that a large part of the population makes this one church its 
place of worship, and that the church plays such a large role m 
the life of the community generally. It would be hard to find a 
rural church that is more deeply spiritual in its influence and 
at the same time more truly socialized in the best and fullest 
sense of that term.
TH E RELIGIOUS EVOLUTION OF THE TOWNSHIP
The religious organization or denomination is known as the 
Church of the Brethren, and the church as the South Waterloo 
Church of the Brethren. The church constituency is made up 
of what are commonly known in this country as Pennsylvania 
Germans. They are big-hearted, industrious, progressive, loyal 
American citizens.
The first church, begun in 1868 and completed in 1869, was 
this organization, and probably the very first, because many of 
the Brethren were among the first settlers of the township, were 
held in a farm home about one and one-half miles southeast of 
the center of the township. Later the meetings were held'in 
four different places in the township in school houses.. These 
school houses continued to be the meeting places until the first 
church home was completed in 1869. Before this building was 
completed and while the school houses, were used as meeting 
houses, several newly built barns were used at different times by 
this congregation as places to hold the old time “ love feasts. 
At least five different barns are known to have been used for 
these occasions.
The first church, begun in . 1868 and completed in 1869, was 
built at an actual money outlay of $7,169.80. In addition to this 
money outlay there were donated considerable labor and mate­
rial. This building was located in the center of the township, as
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Fig. 9. South Waterloo Church of the Brethren;, erected in 1913.
is also the new building, which replaced it in 1913. Putting this 
amount of money in a country church in 1869 manifests the re­
ligious stamp of this people. The significance of this fact is all 
the more evident when it is remembered that this was less than 
20 years after the first land registration was recorded at the 
United States land office for this township, and that at present 
the average value of churches both for city and country, as cited 
by the Iowa census for 1915, exceeds this only in the case of the 
following denominations1: Catholic, $22,814; Congregational, 
$12,061; Presbyterian, $10,461; Methodist, $8,529; Christian, 
$8,389; Lutheran, $8,331; Baptist, $7,618. The average value 
of all churches of all denominations in the state in 1915 was 
$9,511.30. The average value of all churches of this denomina­
tion in Iowa, in 1915, was $6,138.46.
The South Waterloo church is an unusually fine, strictly rural 
■church building. All of its members live in the open country. 
It was built at a cost of a little less than $40,000. In addition 
to this money outlay, the members contributed considerable 
labor.
The building is heated by steam and lighted by electricity. An
Vlnly those denomination^ that haye 12 or more congregations in the state 
have been taken into consideration here, and also only thé chief group 
of each of these denominations has been taken into consideration. .
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air pressure water system furnishes hot and cold water thruout 
all parts of the building. A  salaried fireman and janitor looks 
after the heating and lighting of the church and the cleaning of 
the church and church grounds.
Underneath the church is a full basement. In this, besides 
the boiler and coal rooms, there are a store room, two toilet 
rooms, cloak and coat rooms, a well equipped kitchen and a large 
dining room. These serve a large place in the modern church 
and social and religious life of the people.
This church has a large and beautiful auditorium. Some of 
the Sunday school rooms can also be seen. There are altogether 
twenty Sunday school rooms, each closed off from every other 
room. They are all so located that they can be used along with 
the main auditorium when needed. There is also, on the main 
floor, a mothers-’ rest room, nicely furnished with little beds for 
babies and small children, rockers and couches. Here the little 
ones are well cared for during the hour of worship:
METHOD OF RAISING CHURCH FINANCES IN THIS CONGREGA-
...........  TIO N .........
The method of finance in this church provides a per capita 
tax of $1 per member. Members between 18 and 21 are assessed 
$1.50 additional. Members over 21, up to the time they have a 
property valuation of $3,000, are assessed $4 additional. In 
addition to these assessments the financial board has the author­
ity to levy assessments on property values above $3,000 suffi­
cient to meet the year’s budget.
The annual assessment rolls of the members,, as found on the 
county records at the court house, are the basis on which the 
assessments on a property valuation are made. ’
The assessments are paid semi-annually, on or before April 1 
and on or before September 1.
Any member may have his indebtedness deducted from his 
property valuation by making application to the financial board 
of the church. §ome of the largest annual contributions, for 
church purposes only, are $200.
TH E PASTOR’S REPORT ON CHURCH MEMBERSHIP, ATTEND­
ANCE, EXPENDITURES, ETC.,1 1915 
SOUTH WATERLOO CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN 
Church Membership.
Church membership 10 years ago ............................. 200
Church membership 5 years ago ...................................... . . . ................210
Church membership now, 1915 ....... ................................ 4 ............................2752
The figures concerning earlier dates the pastor gives as approximations. 
Lack of definite records for these periods makes other than approxima- 
tions impossible. A few of the members live outside of the township 
The average membership roll for all churches in Iowa is 220, in Blackliawk 
county, 307%; for this same denomination in the state, 106% (1915 Iowa 
census). Rural churches, of course, have a much smaller average membership. “
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Church Attendance.
Average attendance at Sunday morning services for 1915 was 350; the 
average evening attendance was 200.
Annual Expenditures.
Pastor’s salary .......................................;•..................................................
Sunday-School ' (approximate) ...............................................................A 500.00
Other expenses1 ...................................................... ................................... l ,20U.uu
Total (approximate) .......................................................... §*........... .$5,950.00
Value of Church Property and Encumbrances.
Church property valued at ....... , ................................................................ 3^5,090
Encumbrances on same ......................................................—  . . . . . . . . . . .  1.500
iThis includes fuel, repairs, janitor’s salary, expense of socials, .etc.
Note: The above report and all other facts bearing on the religious situa­
tion in this bulletin pertain to the church and religious conditions in this 
township only. There is also a church in the city of Waterloo. The 
city church is known as the Waterloo church and this one as the South 
Waterloo church. There really is only one congregation. This congre­
gation has two church homes and in each there are two services each 
Sunday. One Official Board and a common treasury is maintained for 
both. The country church is by far the finer structure. It is really the 
mother church and its part of the congregation helps to carry the city 
church along with its own. That a country church should so largely 
help to carry a city church rather than be carried by it is. a rare thing 
in ruraldom today.
TABLE VIII. CHURCH MEMBERSHIP AND CHURCH DENOMINA­
TION OF OWNERS ,TENANTS AND W IVES2.
.. 5
.. 2
No. of owners’ wives and women 
operators belonging to church...
No. of 
62 church 
.......  6............
owners belonging to .,.54
. . 3 7 ............ .34
.......  1 ............ 2
Methodist Episcopal ....................... .......  9.............. 5............
.. 3 
.. 5
.......3............... .. 1
....... 1 ............... .. 1
United Brethren .............................. .......  0 ............ .. 1
Tenant homes, including 1 hired
62
manager .......
54 
. .56 
.. 7
.. 1
No. of tenants’ wives belonging 
to church ......................................
No. of 
47 church 
.......6...............
tenants belonging to ..49 
.. 5
.. .23.......... . .22. . . . .  0 ............ , , 3
. 4............ .. 5
.......  5 . .......... 4
.......  4............
. . 2............ 2
....... 1 ............... . . 2
.. 1 ............ . . 1
1............ .. 0
. 47Total church membership in township:
49
.109
Total number of male farmers on 
Total number of farmers wives
E farms in township.... 
and female operators on farms in
,1304
2The figures in this table do not correspond to those given An the pastor’s 
report above for the reason that not all the members of the Church of 
the Brethren live in the township.
3This includes 3 farms of 2 men each.
^This - includes 2 owners and 1 tenant. . , , . ,Note: Tenants and tenants’ wives make a better church membership show­
ing than do the owner operators and their wives. The same is true for 
all women as compared with all men.
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The pastor furnishes his own home and owns his own auto­
mobile. He also reported that his salary is at all times Promptly 
paid This same pastor also serves the child-church in the city 
of Waterloo. Two local pastors assist the regular pastor but 
receive no compensation for their .services, except that since t ey 
serve the church in this capacity.they make no contributions to 
the church support fund, they do contribute, however, to the 
support of both the Sunday school and benevolences.
The pastor estimates that 20 percent of the population at 
tends no church. We found that a fraction over 27 percent of 
thffarmers and a fraction over 18 percent of the farmers’ wives, 
or 39 men and 21 women, are members of no church.-
Table IX  reveals the church membership of the children ot 
the township. A  comparison of church membership with popu­
lation in this township with church membership to population 
for the state as a whole would doubtless be deudedly *  
credit of the people of this township. It is impossible to make 
that comparison here for the reason that
the hired help was not ascertained. According to the 1915 cen­
sus of Iowa, one person out of every
a church member, and one person out of every 2.34 persons m 
Blackhawk county is a church member.
TABLiE IX__CHURCH MEMBERSHIP OF PARENTS AND CHILDREN1.
No. of Families
Families where both par­
ents, or living parent, 
belong to church. 89 
Families . where . neither 
parent is member of 
. church. 153 
Families where father is 
not a member but 
mother is. 14 
Families where mother is 
not a member but fath­
er is. 1
Families where there is 
no wife. 3 .
Families where there is 
no husband. 1
Total ....................... • •
C
hi
ld
re
n 
20
 
yr
s.
 
ol
d 
or
 
ov
er
Children 10 
yrs. old or 
over
Children 15 
yrs. old or 
over
No. of chil­
dren in these 
families2
No. J No. not 
Ch. M.
No
No. 
not 
Ch. M.
No. j No. not Ch. M.
321 202 22 143 7 94 4
59 32 32 14 14 4 4
39 39 17 12 7 ■ 4 4
3 3 0 2 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 4 2 2 1 2
427 281 75 173 30 1 104 14
^Families or homes, that have.no children B f l B K P
s'T'his includes all children in the farmers families.. Some oi tnese ao not 
now live in the township, and some reappear in the parent column.
will be noted that where neither parent is a church member, 
no child is a church member. In another similar study that the author 
has made the same thing is true. This is a special obligation for the 
c h u r S  in the S .  These children have not the - religious influence 
thrown about them that children do where one or both parents belong to 
churlh, and1 no church cam justify its own inactivity
that this is the field of some other church. These people are,tne neiu 
of every church, since up to the present they have not been brought into 
the fold of any church.
The heading o v e r  t h e  1st c o l u m n  o f  figures in T a b lt  
I X  s h o u l d  b e  i n t e r c h a n g e d  w i t h '  t h a t  o v e r  t h e  6 t h  A n r i 33
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mAN NU AL CONTRIBUTION TO CHURCH SUPPORT1
Owners. Sixty-three of the 86 owners’ families contribute 
$3,371, or an average of $53.50 each ,to church support. Two 
additional men contribute their services as local pastors free of 
charge.
Tenants. Fifty-five of the 56 tenant families contribute 
$1,367, or an average of $24.86 each, to the church support.
The splendid financial support given the church by the ten­
ants as compared with that of the owners is emphasized even 
more if one bears, in mind the comparative wealth of the two 
classes and also the comparative ages. When these two factors 
are taken into consideration, it is at once apparent that the ten­
ants make an excellent record for themselves.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
The first Sunday school in the township was organized in one 
of the-school houses in 1865. This Sunday school was opened 
each spring and continued until late fall. When the first church 
was completed in 1869, the Sunday school was transferred to it. 
Soon after the completion of the church the Sunday school year 
was extended to 12 months. It has an unbroken history now of 
almost forty years.
The first meetings were held in the afternoon and were not 
well attended. Later it was thought the numbers might be in­
creased if the meetings were held in the morning. For a time 
the school convened at 9 o ’clock. This hour proved to be little 
more popular than the afternoon. Later the opening hour was 
fixed at 10 o ’clock. One hour was used as the Sunday school 
hour, and was followed immediately by the Sunday morning ser­
vices. ^  This hour proved to be popular and as a result not only 
the children and unmarried young people attend Sunday school, 
but a* large number of farmers and fankers’ wives are also en­
rolled;.
SUNDAY SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP
Owners. Fifty-two owners' and 53 owners’ wives belong to 
the Sunday: school.
Tenants. Twenty-eight tenants and 33 tenants’ wives belong 
to the Sunday school.
Children, One hundred and twenty-three of the 173 farmers’ 
children 15 years of age or over attend some Sunday school. 
One hundred and sixty-six of the 254 children under 15 attend 
some Sunday school.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPORT2
Fifty-five owners families contribute $681.50, or an average 
of $12.39 each, to Sunday school support.
m em ^r^in^table1 ' i x ^  a11 contributions to church support by all 
2This includes the Sunday school, missionary and relief contributions.
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Fig. 10. Interior of South Waterloo Church of the Brethren.
Thirty tenant families contribute $242.20, or an average, of 
$8.07 each, to Sunday school support.
SUNDAY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
The average Sunday school attendance for the year 1914-1915 
was 312. As noted above, a considerable part of the Sunday 
school is made up of farmers and their wives. In addition to 
these adults, there are two other large adult classes, comprised 
wholly of unmarried young people. These classes are known as 
the “ G. R. G.’s,”  the Golden Rule Girls, and the “ I. T .’s,”  
I ’ll Try, Young Men’s class. Each tries to out-do the other in 
the percentage of eligible persons enrolled as members of its 
class. Marriage disqualifies an individual for membership. These 
classes do a great deal of entertaining. This phase of their ac­
tivities will be emphasized under social conditions.
The Sunday school membership is quite evenly divided between 
males and females.
The greatest distance that any pupil lives from the Sunday 
school is 5 1-2 miles. According to the state Sunday school sec­
retary, this is the largest-rural Sunday school in Iowa.
The Sunday school teachers are equally divided on a sex basis, 
nine men and nine,, women. The Sunday school is a graded 
school up to and including the junior division. A  teachers 
training class is maintained and weekly teachers ’ meetings are 
held.
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111 the state as a whole,, 1 person to every 5.34 persons is en­
rolled in Sunday school. In Blackhawk county 1 person to ev­
ery 4.02 persons is so enrolled1. In this township 1 person to 
every 1 1-2 persons of the farmers’ families attend some Sun­
day school2.
BENEVOLENCES
Under benevolences were listed all other contributions of a 
religious or semi-religious nature not listed under church or 
Sunday school support. These contributions were chiefly for 
home and foreign missions. Both home and foreign missions 
are given an important place. There are now seven young peo­
ple from this township in missionary work. Pour of these are 
in foreign fields and three in home missionary work.
The contributions made for benevolences were as follows: 
•Forty-four owners’ families contributed $1,632, or an average 
of $37.09 'each. Thirty-five tenant families contributed $810, or 
an average of $23.14 each.
ABANDONED CHURCHES
Some years ago a congregation of another denomination built 
a church in the township. This congregation maintained itself 
for a short time only. Lack of members and some friction 
among the members caused the congregation to die out. After a 
few years of non-use, the building was purchased with the in­
tention of using it as the township hall. It has served in this 
capacity and as the meeting place of the Township Literary so­
ciety and various other public meetings ever since.
Uowa census, 1915.
2The latter figure includes only the farmers’ families and therefore cannot 
be exactly compared with the figures for the state and county.
Fig. 11. Cemetery of the South Waterloo Church of the Brethren.
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OTHER RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS 
There is a Young People’s society, which holds its meetings 
in the church. This society meets every Sunday evening and 
had an average weekly attendance for the year 1914-15 of 150.
There is also a Sisters’ Aid society, which has a membership 
of 22. This society is interested in home mission work and such 
other activities as are usually participated in by women’s organ­
izations of this kind. This organization sometimes meets at the 
church and sometimes at the home of one of its members.
TH E LAY MIND ON THE SPHERE OF CHURCH INFLUENCE  
In their replies to the questions below, a large number of the 
farmers state what they think should be the field and activities 
of the modern church. Such views coming from the laymen give 
the student of church problems a real basis for constructing a 
practical church program. The number of replies corresponds 
to the number of persons making them.
Question: What do you consider the greatest need of the 
church today in order that it may: (a interest and help young 
people in their own spiritual uplift? (b) That it may have its 
widest influence in the community generally ?
ANSW ERS
1. Adapting sermon to young people (not church members).
2. Church making good effort.
3. More sociability between older and younger members.
4. New school.
5. Church already directing efforts toward these ends.
6. More unselfishness, less snobbishness.
7. Good, vigorous moral training. - Being careful, conservative, a 
stolid, Puritan life.
8. Conservative. Now doing all ought to. Good rigorous inoral 
training. Careful morality. Avoid worldliness.
9. Give young people more responsibilities . Help to reform world. 
Purify politics and business.
10. Adapt services to young people. Planning amusements. Regulate 
evil, saloons, politics, hut not agriculture.
11. Providing amusements, adapting services to young leaders. Ex­
tending church influence by this.
12. Better Sunday school teachers. More spirituality. ,
13. More brotherly love. Golden rule.
14. Men go too much after pleasure. W on’t stand correction. Attempt 
to make individual live up to scriptures. Ministers' need more 
back bone. Truth about sins of the community.
15. Effort to adapt church to adolescent needs. Maintain morality in 
all community life.
16. Church is doing all right.
17. Good now. Moralize community affairs.
18. Good preachers. Keeping clear of politics. Fight saloon.
19. Church more as community center. More influence in moral af­
fairs during week.
20. Attempt to guide spiritual life straight. Train well in duties. 
Straight spiritual life.
21. Supervise social life of young people. Moralize and socialize com­
munity life.
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22. Church should have more amusements. Get in more young peo­
ple. Extending influence into other spheres.
23. Amuse young people with clean games. Purify social and polit­
ical life. Extend sphere of influence.
24. Am usem ents in church. Wider influence. (Not church member.)
25. Provide amusements. Church should not meddle too much.
26. Give young people more encouragement. Help clean up commun­
ity morals.
27. Few elders of church doing well. Too much control of young 
people by Dunkards. Too rigid. (Not church member.)
28. More enthusiasm in S. S. work. Help social life. Can always 
do more.
29. Preacher doesn’t notice boys, condemns them later for not join­
ing church. More active interest in young people. Wider sphere.
30. Church doing well. Not socialized quite enough. Church stay out 
of politics. Help social life.
31. Give more social life to young people. Widen scope of influence.
32. Church should endeavor to head all social affairs and amuse­
ments.
33. Organize classes. Church supervision of community life. Liter­
ary societies.
34. Co-operation. Organization, give social gatherings. One church 
in neighborhood unit. Amusements of world kills church.
35. Go especially for children. Go into community life.
36. Amusements for young people. Church should work to help out
cmmunity life. _ .
37. Organize classes. Better Sunday school classes. Make it better 
than mixed crowd. Help social life.
38. Little opinion. Help in community social life.
39. Organize classes. Young leaders are enthusiastic. Work up com­
munity interest.
40. Better music. Extending influence to all parts of community life.
41. More society. Good superintendent. Be progressive. Socializa­
tion of community life. Center on and aid in organization of 
community life.
42. Organization. Young leaders. All right here.
43. Leadership. Keep young people in right channel. Organize com­
munity life.
44. More organization. Young leaders. Special effort and interest of 
older members. Organize and socialize community life.
45. Organize classes. Adapt to young people.
46. Organize classes, music, young leaders. Enter social life.
47. Organization. Young leaders if capable. Help social life and 
amusements.
48. Young leaders. More education. Interest itself in community
life. ' •
49.. Social, Young-old minister. Supervised amusements and social 
life. A  community center.
50. Little opinion.
51. Preacher not so snobbish. More social. Church too snobbish on 
social events.
52. Organization and co-operation. Interest by older people. Unify 
community social life;
53. Organize classes. Young leaders. Get nucleus of young people 
workers. Dunkards good example. Organize . community life. 
People too busy with other things.
54. Get minister that would get out and mix with young people, not 
too snobbish.
55. Better training from youth up. Extend spiritual, power.
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56. Organize classes. Better teachers. Teachers’ training classes. 
Ministers mix with young people. Sunday Community Society.
57. Doing all can do. Socialize rural life.
58. Cold shoulder to outsiders; if not in church, nobody. Used to go. 
Preacher told members not to associate with outsiders. W e are 
the only church. Same for superintendent. (Not church member.)
59. Organize classes. Interest by older people. Social life a center.
60. Sunday School gets young people interested. Get them in any 
way.
61. Young people interested. Minister very efficient.
62. No Suggestions.
63. Organize Sunday Schools. Encourage organized sociability.
64. More spirituality among own members. Fewer denominations. 
Unity.
65. Better Sunday School. Sunday School with consecrated workers. 
Social organization.
66. Spiritual atmosphere from activity in mission work. More con­
secrated workers.
67. Social organization. Church leaders direct social leaders.
68. Spirit of consecration. Organized social spirit in church.
69. Spirituality. More sociability.
70. Give everyone something to do. Make all feel that they are 
needed.
71. Influence thought.
72. Christian endeavor. Missionary work.
73. People to live up to profession.
74. Interesting minister, take active part yourself. Sunday School. 
Parents attend.
75. Example of parents. More consecrated workers.
76. Prayer meetings, social gatherings with devotional exercises, 
social activity. Consecrated members.
Fig. 12. Farm barns in Orange township.
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77.
78.
79.
80. 
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
8 6.
87.
8 8 .
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
Give them something to do. 
Get young people in Sunday
Consecrated workers.
School. Home department work.
Social work.
Right kind of leaders.
More workers.
Better Sunday School. Live up to profession. More consecrated
workers.
Sociability.
Sunday Schools.
Sunday School made stronger. . : .
Better attendance at Sunday School and church. ,
More faith in God. More obedience, more consecrated workers. 
More sociability in the church. Keep everything moving in the 
church; let nothing drag.
Social work and Sunday School.
More consecrated workers. All have something to do.
Sunday School work. Organized work by men and phys. M$*S 
skillful teachers for young men. Social improvement. Church
made social center. . . gL
More careful Sunday School work. Awakened social interest.
More spirituality in chuich.
Sunday School. More consecrated workers.
More consecrated workers. Sunday School.
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
HOMES AND HOME SURROUNDINGS
With the size of the farm homes and conveniences found m 
them as stated in table IV, it is apparent that there need be no 
serious housing problem in this community. It is at °nee appar­
ent to the person investigating conditions at first hand that the 
housing conditions are much above the average of that for the 
entire rural population of the state and the country as a whole.
Fig. 13. A  modern farm  home,
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That many of the homes and home surroundings are well kept 
may be seen from the pictures of some of the better farm homes 
and farm buildings on the last pages of this bulletin. There 
are many other homes that are about on a par with these, and 
a few that may even be ranked higher. There are two beautiful 
brick homes in the township.
Not all of the homes in the township are as good or as well 
kept as those shown in this bulletin. Some of the houses are old. 
Of these, some will soon be replaced with modern homes. Some 
of the homes and surroundings still have something to be de­
sired in their upkeep if those living within them are to develop 
the better appreciation for the home and home life. Perhaps 
there is nothing, unless it be the marks of heredity, which will 
fasten itself as deeply and influence the future life of the indi­
vidual more than the home and home environment in which he 
or she grows to manhood or womanhood. A  clean, well kept 
home and home environment make a much stronger pull upon 
the boy or girl to live a clean life than does an untidy one, to 
say nothing of the higher regard for home and home life it will 
engender in the individual.
H EALTH  STATISTICS
The total number of deaths to date in all families now in the 
township were found to be 25 males and 24 females.
One farmer, 65 years old gave his “  present state of health as 
poor;”  eight farmers’ wives as “ not good”  or “ poor”  (one of 
these is 63 years old). Three farmers have each lost the sight 
of one eye, one daughter is rather seriously crippled, and two 
farmers are slightly crippled. One boy is listed as deaf and 
dumb. Two farmers were reported as verging upon insanity at 
times.
RECREATION AND SOCIAL LIFE
The adults of this community are not only greatly interested 
in the games of their children, but themselves’take-an active part 
in the games. Children and parents both work together and play 
together. It strikes the looker-on as quite remarkable to see the 
whole-heartedness-with which men and women of middle age, 
and even older, enter into games with their own and other chil­
dren.
To the question, “ Do the farmer and his wife take part in 
their children’s games?”  we secured 85 definite replies. Sixty- 
nine were in’ the affirmative; five others stated that they took 
part in the games “ sometimes,”  “ very little,”  “ not much” ’ or 
seldom;”  seven others stated that they had “ no time for play.”  
Nineteen of the families have no children and in several other 
cases the children are too small to play games or are themselves 
adults.
A second question was asked, viz: “ What are the results!”
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Fig. 14. Farm buildings.
In answer to this question there were 63 definite replies. Twenty- 
three stated the results as “ good”  or “ excellent;”  eight, that 
“ children like it ”  or have better time; “ children mind better;”  
four, that ‘ children show more interest or enthusiasm;”  one, 
“ more love for parents;”  six, that “ it produces a closer attach­
ment, comradeship or companionship between parents and chil­
dren;”  three, that “ it gives parents more influence with their 
children;”  eight, that “ it makes children fonder of home,”  
‘ ‘ like to stay home better, ”  or “  keeps them at home;«’ two, that 
“ it causes children to take greater interest in work;”  two, that 
“ it gives children a greater confidence in parents;”  one, that 
“ children save better since joining games;”  one, that “ it is an 
educational factor for both parent and children;”  one, that “ it 
results in a purer%ind of sports;”  and one, that parent “ likes 
it, but gets mad sometimes. ”
There are five well-kept, much-used tennis courts in the town­
ship on as many farms. Since these are never used on Sunday, 
it is evident that many of the young people of the township 
have time for recreation on week days during the “ busy sum­
mer season.”
Harvest Picnic. Each year a community picnic on the banks 
of a nearby stream is held some time between harvest and thresh­
ing time. Among the things done at this picnic, the fathers, 
hired men and grown-up boys teach the smaller boys how to 
swim.
Last Bay of School Exercises. The closing day of the several 
sub-district schools was always a union celebration in the town­
ship hall and park. In addition to the “ stunt”  of some kind
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that each school put on, and the picnic dinner, numerous games 
and contests were participated in by adults and children. One 
of the features was the annual baseball game, played by the men 
of the community. Now, with the new consolidated school, this 
closing day of school will become even a greater event in the life 
of the community.
Baseball. Some of the hired men and boys on the farm main­
tain and are members of a baseball team. Upon one occasion 
this team was challenged for a game by a Waterloo team and 
arrangements were being made to have the contest on Sunday 
afternoon, that being a time the men had off. When it was 
learned by some of the leaders in the community that the game 
was to be played on Sunday, they at once made arrangements 
with the employers of the men and boys on the team to let them 
off to pray on Saturday afternoon, when everyone would feel 
free to attend the game and avoid playing on Sunday. This was 
done and made a community affair.
Fourth of July Celebration. For the last four years the 
township has had its own Fourth of July celebration ,including 
fireworks at night. This is coming to be a great affair in the 
community. • Well over half of the people in the township at­
tend. This is the community’s method of keeping its boys and 
girls at home on this day.
Picnics. Each year there are a number of community picnics, 
socials, entertainments and conventions put on by the various 
organizations, such as the Sunday school, cow testing associa­
tion, Holstein association, etc.
Catholic Picnics. The Catholic families of this and adjoining 
townships also have their church picnics and a harvest picnic 
each year.
Alumni-Ex-Student Banquets. Many of the farmers and farm­
ers’ wives are graduates or ex-students of Mount Morris College; 
their church school. Once each year these people, including 
their wives and husbands, have an alumni-ex-student banquet^ 
Formerly this was held at different farm homes, but now their 
attendance has become so great that the banquets are held in 
the township hall or in the basement of the church.
Community Banquets. Some time each year a community 
banquet is held, at which' the newcomers into the township are: 
guests of the remainder of the community. This banquet is in­
tended to make new people, especially hired help and 
new families, feel at home in the community. Quite a number 
of these new people come from Pennsylvania. Not a few of the 
young men work as hired men a few years and then become ten- 
ants, and in some cases owners, especially where they marry into 
families in the township.
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Sunday School Cites Socials. The Golden Rule Girls’ Sunday 
school class, a class of the unmarried young women, and the “ 111 
Try Class,”  a class of unmarried young men, make a great deal 
of the social side of life. At least once each year each of these 
classes entertains the other. During the late spring of 1915 the 
young ladies’ class treated the young men to an auto trip over 
the township and other parts of the county late one afternoon 
and evening. At the end of the return trip refreshments were 
served. But the most remarkable thing in connection with this 
event was the fact that on the Sunday before the event took 
place the Sunday school superintendent stated that without 
further notice all hired men and grown-up boys were to be let 
off early”  on the given afternoon, “ and would gather at the 
church.”  That they were “ let off”  was evident from the fact 
that 17 cars were used to carry the company on its tour.
Surprise Parties. Surprise parties are very common. One 
summer evening, while the author and his field assistants were in 
the field collecting data; the Sunday school superintendent was 
given a surprise. Soon after supper automobiles and carriages 
from all over the township began to gather at a certain place be­
hind a stretch of timber near the superintendent’s home. When 
about 120 people had gathered, the crowd went to his home. 
The program for the evening consisted of visiting, a few songs, 
a few short talks, including one by the superintendent, and the 
presentation to the superintendent of an oak roll-top office desk 
and chair, as a token of appreciation of his services for four con­
secutive years. _
Lecture Course. During the year 1913-14, the people enjoyed 
a lecture course of six numbers in their township hall. One
pig. 15. A  farm  home in Crange township.
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number was a minstrel show by the African M. E. choir of Wa­
terloo. In the fall of 1915 one of the ministers gave a two weeks 
series of evening illustrated lectures on bible lands. This min­
ister has been around the world twice and has made four trips 
to the Holy Land.
Clubs. A  number of Sunday school classes have their organ­
ized clubs. These have their various club affairs thruout the 
year. Some children belong to Sunday school class clubs outside 
of the township.
Corn and Pig Clubs. In the spring of 1914 one of the larger 
banks of Waterloo offered something over $1,000 as prizes in corn 
growing contests in Blackhawk county. A  number of boys, girls 
and men in this township entered the contest and won a consid­
erable number of the prizes.- A  little was done the same year 
along the line of pig growing contests.
Mothers’ Club. In the northwest corner of the township is an 
active Mothers’ club that includes in its membership all of the 
farmers’ wives who live within a territory of three miles square. 
This gives the club a present membership of 23 women. Six 
are wives of tenants. The club meets at some farm home and the 
husbands of the members meet with them once or twice each 
year during the winter season. Each summer the families meet 
for a picnic dinner and a short program is given in the after­
noon. The members come each month prepared to answer roll 
call in some special way, such as: hints about cleaning, garden­
ing, canning, Bible verses, children’s sayings, jokes, quotations, 
etc. One month each one drew a picture to represent one of 
Longfellow’s poems. The one guessing the largest number of 
poems so represented received a prize. The purpose of the 
club, according to one of its officers, is “ to promote social inter­
ests and to exchange ideas on homemaking and child training 
among the members.”
Ladies’ Social Club (Disbanded). This club was organized in 
1912 and disbanded in 1914. It was comprised of farm women 
living in the center of the township. The purpose of the'club 
was to get together as neighbors and become better acquainted. 
It began with six neighbor women and grew to have a member­
ship of 20. This club met at the homes of the members. The 
visiting members each took two kinds of “ eats”  and the lady of 
the house where the club met furnished only the coffee, tea, cream 
and sugar. I f  the lady of the house had any sewing, to do, the 
visiting members would help her with that; otherwise, each took 
some work of her own with her. When the club grew to be so 
large it became quite a task for the women first to prepare a 
dinner at home and help prepare a club dinner. Besides,, there 
were so many “ other things doing”  by other organizations that 
it was decided to disband the club. The’ last president of the
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Fig. 16. Orange township band.
club thinks it quite the thing, however, where there aren’t so 
many other things going on that aim to accomplish the same end.
Ladies’ Social Circle. This club was organized in 1916. Its 
chief object is implied in its name. It aims to accomplish for all 
the women of the township what the Ladies’ Social club referred 
to above intended to do for its members. At some of its meet­
ings the husbands are guests.
Conventions, Fairs and Shows. Many of the families, or mem­
bers thereof, attend the annual cattle and dairy shows, county 
and state fairs and other conventions which are of interest to 
farm people.
Orange Township Band. This band was organized at the be­
ginning of the 1916-17 school year, with the opening of the new 
consolidated school. The band consists of thirty pieces. The 
members of the band are all residents of the township. These 
members meet every Tuesday evening in the school building for 
practice under the direction of Professor McCleary, of the Iowa 
State Teachers’ College, Cedar Palls, Iowa. This band will 
doubtless be a very important factor in the future social life of 
this community.
THE SOCIAL MIND AND FAMILY VISITING
Of the 142 farmers in the township, 128 answered two or more 
of the five questions listed in table X. Forty-eight of these 128 
are tenants. The farmer’s answer to each of the questions, to­
gether with his age, is cited below. These individual answers 
are listed separately to show the consistency between opinion and 
practice on the part of the larger number of these farmers and
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also the inconsistency between opinion and practice of some. 
Here, as in all communities, at least a few think better than they 
do. In case of some of these families there are no children or 
the children are too young for consideration here.
The answers listed in columns- 3 and 4 give the farmer’s opin­
ion on the cause and the remedy for a real rural problem. It 
will be noted that there is a great unanimity of opinion in that 
“ hard work,”  “ lack of social life ”  and “ poor homes”  cause 
boys and girls to leave the farm and also the great unanimity 
of opinion that “ more social life,”  “ better homes”  and “ more 
and better education”  are the preventives. These answers show 
that this is a thinking community, and a community comprised 
of thinking individuals is already well started on the way to 
meeting its own problems.
Forty-eight farmers who have children of club age difinitely 
stated that they encourage their children, to join clubs and that 
fact gives the club leader a field for action. The. fact that 71 
farmers do try to attach their children to farm life by giving 
them something that is to be their own, as indicated by the an­
swers to question two, illustrates their genuineness in attempting 
to meet a real situation. That 125 of these farmers expressed opin­
ions on why boy and girls leave the farm indicates, at least, that 
they are conscious of the fact that this problem really exists. 
Some communities are not even aware of this reality right in 
their own environment. And that 107 of the farmers believe 
they knew the preventive for this condition is of the very high­
est importance, for in this lies a real hope that they will at least 
give these preventives a fair test in their own experiences. The 
answers to these questions give the community leader a real 
insight into the material he has to work with, for persons who 
think thus are. capable and ready to be hitched to real commun­
ity problems.
Fig. 17. Quiet Dale Stock Farm.
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TABLE X. THE SOCIAL MIND AND FAMILY VISITING
Age of 
person 
making 
reply
Is any attem pt' 
made to attach 
children to farm 
by giving them 
something that 
is their own?
. . „1 „  |To what extent
What is chief; How can properdo families visit 
cause which j proportion of !each other on 
leads boys and most promising Sundays or otli-
girls from 
farm?
I young people be er days of the 
I kept on farm? | week?
24T
49T
40
28T
64
41
34
51
47
46
29T
47
45
37
40
Yes, pig, colt
W ork too hard 
when small. 
Lack of schools 
of right kind. 
Drudgery, hard 
work.
Lack of up-to- 
date farms.
Pig. Piece of 
land. Duck.
Give them 
books or $1 each 
birthday.
Calf. Give bank 
account; lc  per 
milking c o w ;  
didn’t like milk­
ing.
P i g .  L i t t l e  
money to put in 
bank.
Pig. Piece of 
land.
Yes. Pig, colt.
Yes. -Sick pigs. 
Calf.
Saving account.
Bank account.
Drudgery, want 
soft job.
Lack of social 
attractions, of 
g o o d  houses, 
conveniences. 
Parents’ lack of 
co-operation.
Lack of social 
life and conven­
iences.
M o r e  leisure 
time and so­
ciety.
Town influence. 
Girl in town. 
Drudgery. Can 
learn more in 
t o w n .  L e s s  
hours.
T e a c h i n g  in 
school imprac­
tical.
Parents fail to 
make the farm 
home attract­
ive. Drudgery. 
H i g h e r  city 
wages. |
K e e p i n g  at 
home too much. 
Drudgery.
Lack of interest 
on farm, poor 
s o c i a l  condi­
tions. B r i g h t  
light held out in 
H. S. business 
life and profes­
sion.
Sent to town 
school. Nothing 
to i n t e r e s t  
them.
More l e i s u r e  
time.
Consolidation of 
schools.
Farm home the 
same as city 
home.
M o r e  up-to- 
date. More con­
veniences. Reg- 
u 1 a r working 
hours.
Getting inter­
ested in educa­
tional institu­
tions.
Better homes. 
More social life.
Visit family in 
town.
Once each Sun­
day.
Few times dur­
ing week and 
Sunday 2 or 3 
times in year. 
No. Relations 
once a month.
Sunday even­
ings regular in 
family.
Almost e v e r y  
Sunday. Once a 
week.
More social in- j 
terest in coun­
try.
More pleasure 
and c o n v  e n - 
iences.
¡All S u n d a y  s. 
One evening in 
w e e k .  B a n d  
concert.
All visit Sun­
days.
More play. Leis­
ure time. Better 
homes.
M o r e  leisure. 
Auto. Chance to 
make money on 
side.
Teach agricul­
ture. Arouse in­
terest by giving 
them part in 
farm work. 
Showing oppor­
tunities of farm 
life.
G i v i n g  more 
freedom.
Work up more 
interest. Better 
Ihome conditions 
¡Give him a per­
sonal interest.
Mostly Sundays. 
Little in sum­
mer.
Not much visit­
ing on Sunday; 
10 out of 52. Not 
much on auto 
trips on Sunday. 
W eek days. The 
same in winter. 
Visit e v e r y  
week. S o m e- 
times twice a 
week.
Visit almost ev­
ery Sunday, oc­
casionally night 
and day of 
week.
Little on Sun- 
d a y  s. W e e k  
days once per 
two weeks. 
Sunday visiting. 
Neighbors 2 per 
I month.
Educate in the 
country. Agri­
cultural educa­
tion. B et t e .■ 
homes and so­
cial lilfe.
Often on Sun­
day. Once *in 2 
weeks.
T indicates that the person answering the question is a tenant.
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TABLE X — (Continued)
Age of 
person 
making 
reply
Is any attempt 
made to attach 
children to farm 
by giving them 
something that 
is their owft?
What is chief 
acuse which 
leads boys and 
girls from 
farm,
28T Pig, bank ac­
count.
Lack of society.
26 Not enough so­
ciety & amuse­
ment.
53 Yes, pig, colt, 
calf.
W ork too hard.
31T Bank account, Educated away
pig. from the farm. Monotonous.
53 Pigs. More fun in the 
city. Farm dull.
25T Pig, yes. Larger wages 
in town. Don’t 
get them any­
thing.
56 Pig, calf, piece Lack of inter-
of land. Banks 
all.
est.
29T Lack of social 
life. No spend­
ing’ money.
37 Bank account. Allowed to run
35
Yes. streets too much 
N i g h t  chores 
late. No money.
Bank account. Hard labor.
66 Bank account. Glamor of town. 
Not g e t t i n g  
a n y t h i n g  at 
home.54T Pig, calf, colt, 
backs all.
W ork too hard.
48T Piece of land. Children are not 
s a t i s f i e d  at 
home.
56 No. Lack of fun and 
i n t e r e s t .  No 
t e a c h i n g  of 
management.
42T Bank account. D i d n ’ t work
Backs air. hard enough.
33T Fathers stingy.
32 Colt. Backs all. H a r d  w o r k .
' jr
Drudgery.
30T Backs all. Are not treated 
r i g h t .  Kept 
f r o m  earning 
money.35 Educate them. Drudgery. Lack 
of interest by 
parents.
E d u c a t e d  in 
town.31 Pig. Backs all. Lack of amuse­
ment. Little in­
terest in farm.
39T Pig, calf, land. Lack of inter-
Bank account. est. Nature of 
schools. Teach­
ers talk about 
big positions.
41T Backs all. W ork too much.
proportion of
kept on farm?
To what extent 
do families visit 
each other on 
Sundays or oth­
er days of the 
week?
No opinion. 
More social re-
Giving time off.
Practical
xive child a
More
Agri-
Sundays. 2 or 3 
times a month. 
Sundays. Once 
in two weeks.
Sundays. Once 
per week. 
Sundays, 1 per 
month. More in 
winter.
■undays. 1 per 
weeks.
undays. 1 per 
weeks.
off. Not
interested 
w o r k  by 
starting early.
in man­
agement of the 
, get inter- 
Ask their
start.
More social life. 
If parents would 
r e a s o n  with 
them better.
No -chance to 
start.
Give interest in 
farm. Improve 
rural school.
Sundays, little 
or none on week 
days.
Sunday almost 
always. 2 per 
week, evenings.
Generally Sun­
days.- Few week 
days.
Sundays. Little 
during week. 
Not much visit- 
ng. Go to town.
V i s i t  Sunday. 
Few times dur­
ing week.
Little on Sun­
day. Once in a 
w h i l e  during 
week. Auto ride 
Company Sun­
day. Few times 
during week.
Visits Sunday. 
Little n i g h t s  
and band con­
certs.
Sundays.
Sundays. Few 
t i m e s  during 
week.
Sundays. Once 
per week.
Sundays. W eek 
days seldom.
Share farm and 
stock. Agricul­
tural education. 
Social life. In­
terest in farm 
and stock. Ag. 
education.
More social life.
Summer, Sun­
day. W i n t e r ,  
week days.
1-3. of Sundays. 
W eek days in 
winter.
Mostly on Sun­
day.
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Age of 
person 
making 
reply
30T
35T
60
40
25
32T
35
23T
42
29 T 
21T
47
35T
39T
54
55 
28T 
29T 
42 . 
41
47
44
l Is any attempt 
made to attach 
children to farm 
by giving them 
something that 
is their own?
I W hat is chief How can proper 
acuse which | proportion of 
leads boys and most promising 
girls from ¡young people be 
farm, . kept on farm?
To what extent 
do families visit 
each other on 
Sundays or oth­
er days of the 
week?
Colt, yes.
Pig, calf, colt. 
Bank .Uocount.
Yes. Backs au.
Pig, calf, colt, 
Bank account.
No. Will later, 
too small now.
Yes. Backs all.
Pony, bank ac­
count.
W ill give some­
thing to help 
keep on farm. 
Pony, bank ac­
count.
Perhaps I will. 
Backs all.
Pig, colt, backs 
all cash.
Pig, colt.
Half.
Bank account. 
Pigs. Backs all. 
Pig, chickens.
Pig, calf. Backs 
ill. •
Pes. Pigs, pony.
Some work too Interest in farm Sunday mostly, 
hard. Some not and stock. Agri- ¡Week days in 
h a r d  . enough, culture in the'winter, 
drudgery, n o schools, 
hance for self.
More social life. ; Sundays. Little 
during summer.
drudgery. Lack 
tf society. Not 
locial enough in 
lome.
liack of social 
life. Difference 
in tastes..
jiv e  them no 
hance. P o o r  
homes.
Lack of social 
life. Drudgery.
Not e n o u g h  
snare in farm.
Give interest. 
Treat right at 
home. Liberty. 
Ag. Ed.
Better h o m e s  
and social life.
Some like town. 
Gives them pri­
vileges.
Sundays. Little 
week days.
Sundays. Half 
week day.
Sunday visiting. 
In winter, week 
days.
Share in farm Summer, Sun
and stock.
Farm not made Share of stock, 
attractive. Old Beautify home, 
folks move to Parents show 
town. ¡more interest.
Drudgery. No Give share in'Sundays
day. W i n t e r ,  
week days. 
Summer, Sun­
day. W l i n t e r ,  
week days.
and
chance to make 
anything f o r  
self.
Higher wages. 
Drudgery.
Too hard work. 
Get soft snap. 
Work too hard 
sometimes.
Drudgery. N o 
spending money. 
Lack social life.
Better time in 
city.
Too much work, 
Drudgery.
fail to farmParents idealize 
life.
No i n t e r e s t ;  
Drudgery.
No social life. 
Drudgery.
No co-operation 
between- parents 
and children. 
Life not at­
tractive. N o t  
treated right. 
Drudgery.
Work too hard. 
No social life. 
Time off
High s c h o o  1. 
Educated away 
from farm. Soft 
job.
something. Bet-1 week days, 
ter home condi-' 
tions.
Give start.
Give part of 
stock. If prom- 
i s e anything, 
give it.
Give
start.
them a
Share of stock. 
Spending money 
B e t t e r  social 
life.
When stock is 
sold, give them 
money. M a k e  
life attractive. 
Give interest in 
farm.
Take into part­
nership.
Take into part­
nership.
Ownership o f  
something.
Share in stock. 
Riding machin­
ery.
Give them an 
auto or rig. 
Outings. Share 
in things.
Make surround­
ings pleasant.
Sunday in town. 
Sunday mostly. 
Little on week 
days.
Sunday. In win­
ter, week days. 
Sundays almost 
entirely.
Visit Sunday, 1 
or 2 a week.
Sundays. 
Sundays, 1-3, 
some week days 
Little on Sun­
day; more week 
days.
One a month. 
Visitors on’ Sun­
day.
Sundays to rel­
atives. Even­
ings week days. 
Sundays to rel­
atives. Even­
ings week days. 
Sundays. Little 
during week.
Sunday some, 
week days none.
Sundays a n d  
week days.
S u n d a y  s 1-2. 
W eek days, 1 a 
week.
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Age of 
person 
making 
reply
Is any attempt 
made to attach 
children to farm 
by giving them 
something that 
is their own?
W hat is chief 
acuse which 
leads boys and 
girls from 
farm,
35 Lack of social 
lifé. B e t t e r  
homes.
35 Pig, cash, bank. Tied down too 
close. Do not 
have privileges.
45 ST e s. Savings Educated away
bank. from farm by 
p a r e n t s  and 
school.
44 Yes. Associates.
42 Yes. Lack of encour­
agement, socia­
bility, comrade­
ship, insufficient 
pay, hardships.
'66 L o n g  h o u r s ,  
lack of privi­
leges.
56 Educated away 
from farm.
60 City education.
42 Calves. Hard work. No 
pleasure.
23T Think town life 
easier.36 Yes. Long days on 
farm. Monoton­
ous toil.
26
31T
L o n g  h o u r s .  
Lack of pleas­
ure and com­
panionship.
Lack of amuse­
ment.49 Mot encouraged, 
[gnorance. Ed­
ucated a w a y  
'rom farm.36T H a r d  w o r k  
without pay.
35 Not d e a l i n g  
honestly w i th 
boys on farm. 
No share. S
38 Lack of home 
life.
37T H a r d  w o r k
39
without p a y .  
Country people 
think city life 
more interest­
ing.
Entertainment 
in city.
38 Not yet. Lack of free­
dom g.nd amuse­
ments at home.57T City e x c i t e -  
ment. Picture 
s h o w s ,  c i t y  
«schools.
35T Pony to use. To have better 
time.
50T Yes. L o o  k in g f  o r 
something beL ! 
ter than farm 
has. !
How can proper 
proportion of 
most promising 
young people be 
kept on farm?
Make it pleas­
ant on farm.
Consolidated ru­
ral schools. Ru­
ral high school.
Supervision of 
play & games. 
Ag. education.
G i v e  children 
<»n interest and 
share in things. 
Ag. education.
Rural education
Take children
Ag. education.
Do not supply 
money to chil­
dren who leave
A central school
conven- 
s in home. 
G i v e  m o r e  
ement op­
portunities.
Show children 
everything so 
that the novelty 
wear« off.
Give interest in
ant.
To what extent 
do families visit 
each other On 
Sundays or oth­
er days of the 
week?
W e e k  d a y s  
mostly. Don’t 
believe in Sun­
day visiting. 
Visit after sup­
per in car.
Summer, Sun­
day. W i n t e r ,  
week days.
Considerable.
Visit, but visit­
ing is decreas­
ing, all too busy
Sundays.
Sundays. Some 
over night. 
S u n d a y s  and 
week days. Not 
so much as for­
merly.
Very little Sun­
day v i s it i n g. 
M u c h  winter 
visiting.
Very common.
Visit Sunday.
Sundays, great 
deal.
Not much. 
Considerable.
Very little.
Little visiting.
Not much visit­
ing.
A gréât deal.
With folks at 
home.
Visits on Sun­
day. 12 a year.
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Age of 
person 
making 
reply
Is any attempt 
made to attach 
children to farm 
by giving them 
something that 
is their own?
W hat is chief 
acuse which 
leads boys and 
girls from 
farm,
How can proper 
proportion of 
most promising 
young people be 
kept on farm?
To what extent 
do families visit 
each other on 
Sundays or oth­
er days of the 
week?
45
55
54
32T
28T
42T
Chickens, sheep, 
pig, bank a c­
count.
No.
Yes.
Father cranky, [Get them inter- 
not a comrade, ested in things 
on farm. Be one 
of them.
S t ri ct n e ss of More comrade
p a r e n t s .  Not 
enough recrea­
tion.
Something go­
ing on in city 
to draw atten­
tion.
Parents’ fault. 
Show children 
dark side. Do 
not make home 
pleasant.
Lack of interest 
social gath­
erings.
F e e l i n g  that 
town life 
easier.
ship. Less boss­
ing.
Make the home 
pleasant.
More activity in 
social matters. 
Give children a 
Share.
Not so much 
visiting as there 
used to be.
Sundays. W in­
ter evenings.
Sunday e v e n ­
ings.
Sunday e v e n ­
ing a lot.
An average vis­
itor.
Considerable.
37 Yes. Lack of free­
dom.
32 Not yet.
46 Educated away 
from farm. City 
schools.
30 Not giving in­
terest in stuff.
22T Not given a 
part.
45T Yes. Educated • away 
from the farm.
33T Educated away 
from the farm.
52T Yes, share. Lack of socia­
bility.
38 Land to farm. Educated away.
38 Yes, bank ac­
count.
Education.
44 Parents’ stupid­
ity ; too strict.
57 Lack of liberty.
37
33T P a r e n t s  too 
strict. Life too 
slow.
30 Yes. Lack of encour­
agement. N o 
show.
42 Yes. Hardship.
42 • Yes. Overwork. Lack of social life.
53 Yes. Lack of socia­
bility.
38T Educated in the 
city.
G o o d  d e a l .  
Summers, Sun­
day. W i n t e r ,  
evenings.
Great deal in 
evenings. 
Consolidation. A . f t e r  church. 
Ag. ■ education. Winter on week 
days.
Give boys and E v e r y  other 
girls an interest Sunday. In win- 
in stock. ter, 1 day per
week.
Give children a E v e r y other 
h a r e .  Keep Sunday 
them busy.
G i v e  agricul­
tural education. 
Interest in the noons, 
stock. Society. 
Consolidation.
Not much. W ife 
s o m e  after-
Give share in 
business. More 
sociability.
Ag,. education.
Ag. education.
Intelligent guid­
ance by parents.
L i b e r t y  and 
amusement.
B e t t e r  home 
government.
Give them 
share.
M o r e  leisure. 
Shorter hours.
Make farm at­
tractive.
Every 3d or 4th 
Sunday.
Some. More in 
winter.
Lots b e f o r e  
health was bad. 
Considerable.
Lot of Sunday 
visiting. Even­
ings with' auto. 
Not very much.
A f t e r  church. 
Some during the 
week.
Sundays. Little 
in week. After­
noon calling.; 
Now and then
Visit with rela­
tives.
2 or 3 timtes per 
month.
Sunday, twice 
per month.
Lots of Sunday 
visiting.
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is any attempt ¡___ . . , . „
made to attach What is chief 
children to farm L acuse which 
by giving them leads boys and 
something that girls from 
their own?) farm,
How can proper
most promising 
young people be 
kept on farm?
To what extent 
do families visit 
each other on 
Sundays or oth­
er days of the 
week?
61 Yes. . Educated away 
from the tarm. 
Lure of easy 
job. -Lack of so­
cial opportun­
ity.47 Yes. Attractiveness 
of city. Long 
hours on farm.
38T H a r d s h i p s .  
Home uninter­
esting.
50 Hardships.
64 Yes. Too much work. 
Spirit for ad­
venture.55 Yes. Too long hours.46 Yes. City a m u s e -  
ments. H a r d  
work.43T Lack of pleas­
ures. Toe much 
work.56 Society craze.
50T Amusement in 
cities.48 Hardships.35T
Yes. Hardships.74 D i f f i c u l t y  in 
paying for farm
.62 Yes. Not enough life.54T Yes. back of social 
life. No share.28 Hard work.40 Bank account. Tied down too 
close to work.53T P o o r  conven­
iences.42 Easier time in 
town.40 Unpleasant sur- I
roundings. 1
36T idea that times 1
are easier in
: town. 1
Ag. education 
to be extended.
Make home at­
tractive.
Keep them in- 
t e r e s t ed and 
busy.
Fewer hours. 
Give them some 
thing to work 
for.
Make the farm
A m o d e r a t e  
amount.
Considerable 
Sunday visiting.
lease on l. Farm
rela-Among 
tives.
Not much ex­
cept among rel­
atives.
Considerable.
Very little. 
Very little.
No v i s i t i n
Considerable
company.
Considerable.
Little.
Considerable. 
.Quite a bit.
Very little. 
Mostly on Sun­
day.
Considerable.
Sundays. 2 or 3 
times a week in 
car.
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RECREATION AND WORK
In answer to the questions (a) “ Are the children given any 
holidays other than Sundays and regular holidays which they 
can count as their own?”  (b) “ How often?”  (c) “ How do^they 
spend this time?”  (d) “ Does it make any difference in their at­
titude towards work?”  (e) “ W hat?”  we received 58 replies, 
10 from tenants1.
In reply to part (a) there were 56 answers of “ yes”  and two 
“ no,”  one of these being a tenant and the other an owner. To 
part (b) the answers were, one each week to six per year, with 
other replies as, * ‘ on all social occasions, ’ ’ when there is any- 
thing going on, or ^whonevor thoy ask for it. To part (c) 
the answers were: “ trip to town,”  “ to visit friends or grand­
parents,”  “ go fishing,”  “ go swimming,”  “ play,”  “ socials,H 
“ picnics.”  To part (d) there were 58 replies to the effect that 
it made a differnce in their attitude toward work and all but 
one of these that the effect was good, whereas, the one man was 
sure it caused them to have less interest and energy for work. 
Of the 58 replies to part (e) one man stated that it caused his 
children to have ‘ ‘ less energy for work, ’ while the answer given 
by the other 57 were as follows: “ work better,”  cheers or livens 
them up,”  “ gives them more enthusiasm and courage,”  “ do bet­
ter work, ’ ’ do more work and harder work, take hold better,^
“ keeps them from getting lonesome and tired of farm life, 
“ more willing to work,”  “ do more work in less time,”  ‘ ‘ creates 
a better feeling between children and parents, and causes 
them to obey better.”
INDIVIDUAL REMARKS INDICATING CONTENTMENT 
OR DISCONTENTMENT OF THE PEOPLE
T indicates that person making the remark is a tenant.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. 
7.
Like farm life. .
Believe church to be most valuable socializer. (T)
Good social life, take auto ride at night, go swimming, don’t ask 
hired men to do anything that I would not do myself. Farm is 
independent life. I worked for 5 years at telephone work.
You find little rag time in Dunkard homes.
Brethren more free on social amusements and in opinions than 
formerly.
Very little farm help pays. (T)
Neighbor’s boys rather wild. ,
iTn 1Q families there were no children; in several, especially tenants fam- 
ih esT hech hd ren  were too small to be given holidays in this sense, and 
in several families the children are all adults.
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9
10
11
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26. 
27.
!* J bin,k speculators get all of farmer’s money. Folks need to think 
of themle^veT a^ ) Crops rather than socials. Children take care
. Read one and a half hours each night. Boys all like to read. (T)
. Went to city to get higher wages, returned to farm. (T)
. As soon as I get farm paid for will turn it over to sons (Is 42 
years old.) ■ v
Interested in the survey. (T)
. Interested in crops and weather. (T ’s wife.)
Boy much interested in clubs. Do not have to work as used to.
Neighbors boy smokes cigarets; father preaches against it.
Opposed to city high schools for country boys.
Lat^ er’S Wj i e : . Yoa kave to ga a long way before you find a better neighborhood than Orange township.
Farmer’s wife: Nothing more independent than farm life. Noth­
ing better than farm life.
S m V o r k 0 W° rk that can be made more attractive to a boy than
When a group of Waterloo boys challenged neighborhood boys 
to a game of Sunday baseball .leaders in community arranged 
quietly to have game on Saturday afternoon.
Too much social doings. You can’t farm and be away from home 
Dunkards a little too clannish, but a fine people. You can’t find 
nicer people Farmer’s wife: I like farm life. Hard work but
L “ r ^ f b ^ T t S I I r 0e S ?e n .ViSltlnS
wi e^: Neighborhood unsociable, but people are kind 
tion1;8 a ls^ d o em ’i  vfsi^much1) n0r any ^h er organize
for 30 years.) Husband said: When I see.a farmer leaving the
s s s r the city 1 am —  “»*
Farmer’s wife: You can go by any home of a member of the 
orh autos°f ^  Breth™ * Pn0 f  u?days »¿ihd five buggies
Farmers wife: Fielc^s an<^  distances*inehil m orl to0me than con- 
vemences of the city, • i don’t know what I would dd if compelled 
to go back to the city. (For^ei-lF h f f f  i i  t M  c ity ) P
People not so, sociable gs UbSey i\ier&/$6 qr.*30’’.years a^o l  Then ■ 
people were alike1,"few Werd -ftealtliy; now we have*clijoues0»Then 
too, there is mole ki&ht&eeing now. . . . . .  : I § f | ( l 1Jien’
Farmer’s wife, wiLa*^a& been?0 ih ^eigljboibSodd^Q«years• There 
S S H a  much visiting $ J g 9  * W e used to feed one
half the church on Sundays, in the olden time. 0ne
or to his field
Such remarks ■ ] t ' / m .  u /l ffi'l V, S  n°t solicited,
as nothing- else does. making, them
den life of the community-to its^  lladers Thev im « S+^ e'iin^er and hid" 
must have if he is to be effectivein  S S n p w L S ”  ¡11  1®ader what he 
minimum and develop community co-operathSi tn Z  m»7 friction to the 
casual reader these remarks m a /m ean  litfle or T o  theand student of social problems thev cSr™ L  o a o -hln&- Put to the leader 
standing the
is the leader’s first and by far his areatest ^ ? d f  th® individual
dividual is the real b a s is f o r a ™ K f l  task- +? °  understand the in-
The extreme variability of the rem ^kf a t ' n ^ o r J 6 T nttct with him.of this part of the leader’s problem? k * reveals the magnitude
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Fanner’s wife: I like to live in the country better than in town; 
have tried both. . , .■ .Farmer and wife: W e  both like farming and farm life.
Like the neighborhood better than Illinois neighborhood from 
which we came; more sociable. (T)
Farmer’s wife- I prefer farming to anything else.
Remark: From the above comments, it f s'
most classic reason for families leaving the farm, (by
discontented and wants to move to the city, usually advanced (C.y 
men) is not well grounded on fact; at least not in this township. 
This is probably another relic of the Adam blaming Eve type that 
Jo many men still try to get behind, but like many^ other conclu­
sions, based on imagination, fails to square with the facts.
28.
29.
30.
31.
W H ER E SOME OF TH E FARMERS ARE RETIRING
The picture in fig. 18 is a view of the Church of the Brethren 
and its immediate environment. The home that is partially 
shown in the lower corner of the picture and the first two near 
the center are the homes of retired farmers. These homes are 
modern and equipped with all the conveniences that the» cat* 
home possesses. A  number of other farmers have purchased 
small tracts of from one-half to two acres on the oppositeeJ side 
of the road and expect very soon to build similar homes there 
The homes shown are located on tracts of one-half acre to one 
acre in size. The consolidated school building is also located on 
the opposite side of the road just opposite the farm home m the
background of the picture. »
It is proposed to make this central location a home of retired
Fig. 18. Where some Orange township farmers are retiring.
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farmers, devoid of commercial establishments of every kind. In 
this way the community hopes to keep its retired farmers with 
it. Many of the older farmers of the township are very enthusi­
astic over the plan, and the fact that a number of homes have 
already been built promises well to make it a success. Perhaps 
m this movement a large part of the problem of absentee-land­
lordism will be met.
COMMUNITY CONSERVATION
At a business meeting in the fall of 1915 at the Church of the 
Brethren a plan was inaugurated to conserve the land in the 
township for the Brethren and other desirable citizens. A  com­
mittee was appointed to devise a plan or system thru which it is 
hoped that farms, when they are to be sold, will be sold thru a 
committee, society or some other organization selected by the 
community, and in this way come into possession of desirable 
persons. The writer has been told of a similar method of com­
munity self-preservation in one of the southern states. In this 
community, when a farm is to be sold, or in case there is some 
undesirable person in the neighborhood who owns a farm, the 
older heads get together and decide upon one of their promising 
young men whom they wish to keep in their midst and encour­
age him to buy the farm in question, assuring him that any 
needed financial aid will be readily furnished bim on such a 
basis that he need not hesitate to undertake the proposition.
The chronic grouch will say that these are examples of com­
munity selfishness, a clique for the select few, etc. Nevertheless, 
it is a selfishness and a clique, if one wishes to call it that, that 
makes a community an excellent place in which to live, for those
Fig. 19. One of Orange township’s farm homes.
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who are fit to live in it, and in which to bring np future genera­
tions of men and women who will do things, and these are the 
folks to be considered. And why should not any rural commun­
ity do just this thing? In fact, should not communities be given 
every possible encouragement along this line? It keeps nobody 
out who meets the requirements. The people already there 
merely set a standard and they do not wish that standard to be 
lowered by anyone coming in from the outside. It is merely 
restriction on immigration applied locally. Cities do the same 
thing in their building restrictions. And any nwnber of other 
similar practices are in vogue in society.
CONCLUSION
The enjoyment of country life and the country life beautiful 
are here, in a very large measure, a realty. The general com­
munity spirit and moral, religious and social status of this com­
munity are probably not excelled in any rural part of the United 
States. Its records of achievements and activities should afford 
inspiration and practical suggestions to other communities 
which desire to develop a moral pride that wild carry out their 
civic needs.
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Big. 20. Orange Township farm homes
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